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ABSTRACT
Early Developmental Predictors of Adolescent Alcohol Intake:
A Nonhuman Primate Model
Elizabeth Katherine Wood
Department of Psychology, BYU
Doctor of Philosophy
Alcohol abuse is one of the costliest human health problems in the United States. Studies
assessing the etiology of alcohol use disorders (AUDs) in adulthood suggest that these disorders
are predicted by trait-like differences, such as low or impaired central serotonin or temperamental
anxiety. Few studies, however, have assessed neonatal, infant, and adolescent characteristics that
lead to alcohol abuse in adolescence. Given that the expression of AUDs is rooted in biological
processes, the set of studies presented in this work investigate the early origins of excessive
alcohol use in adolescence, with an overall goal of identifying risk factors that may aid in
prevention or intervention efforts to deter future alcohol abuse. Due to their evolutionary
similarities, as well as similarities in their patterns of alcohol consumption, these studies utilize a
nonhuman primate model (Macaca mulatta). A series of three studies investigating neonatal,
infant, and adolescent predictors of adolescent alcohol intake were conducted. In study one, we
assessed the relationship between neurobehavioral measures at two weeks of life and voluntary
alcohol intake in adolescence. In study two, we assessed the relationship between behaviors that
reflect an anxiety-like temperament in the first six months of life and excessive alcohol intake in
adolescence. In study three, we investigated the relationship between infant and adolescent traitlike stress-induced cortisol and adolescent anxiety-like behaviors and alcohol intake in
adolescence. The findings from this set of studies lends itself to an increased understanding of
early-life, biologically-based predictors of excessive alcohol intake in adolescence and provides
critical information to establishing early interventions for individuals at risk for the development
of later AUDs.
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DEVELOPMENTAL PREDICTORS OF ADOLESCENT ALCOHOL INTAKE: A
NONHUMAN PRIMATE MODEL
Alcohol use among teenagers is a large-scale problem in the United States According to
the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA, 2018), 7.4 million
underage teens consumed alcohol during the past month, and over 60 percent of underage
individuals reported that their alcohol consumption was in the form of binge-drinking. Teenage
alcohol consumption is associated with numerous negative developmental outcomes (Flory,
Lynam, Milich, Leukefeld, & Clayton, 2004), including deleterious effects on the structure of the
developing brain (Luciana, Collins, Muetzel, & Lim, 2013; De Bellis, Narasimhan, Thatcher,
Keshavan, Soloff, & Clark, 2005), decreased cognitive abilities (Dawson, Li, Chou, & Grant,
2009), and increased clinical abuse of other substances (Hasin, Stinson, Ogburn, & Grant, 2007).
Due these and other related developmental risks, as well as to the large number of teenagers
consuming high volumes of alcohol, the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism
[NIAAA] considers identifying the predictors of risky drinking behavior among teenagers a
major research initiative (2017).
The widespread and risky nature of teenage drinking suggests a critical need for research
focusing on the etiology of early drinking. This is, in part, due to the manner in which teenagers
tend to consume alcohol, namely, they tend to binge drink (5 or more alcoholic drinks on the
same day; SAMHSA, 2015); with reports indicating that over 90 percent of teenage alcohol
consumption occurs in the form of binge drinking (Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention [OJJDP], 2005). Binge-drinking exacerbates risky teenage behavior and is often
associated with other behavioral problems in adolescence. For example, 22 percent of teenagers
report riding in a car with someone who had been drinking, and 14 percent were actually driving
the car (Kann et al., 2014).
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Researchers have also found that adolescents who binge drink are more likely to abuse
other harmful substances (Jackson, Sher, Cooper, & Wood, 2002; Kivimäki et al., 2014), to be
sexually active (Luster & Small, 1994; Miller, Naimi, Brewer, & Jones, 2007), and to engage in
risky sexual behavior (Kann et al., 2014; Howard & Wang, 2004; Nkansah- Amankra, Diedhiou,
Agbanu, Harrod, & Dhawan, 2011) when compared to their non-bingeing counterparts. Given that
approximately 3288 adolescent deaths are attributed to alcohol use annually (Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention [CDC], 2010) and that over $24 billion in economic costs are related to
alcohol use (Sacks, Gonzales, Bouchery, Tomedi, & Brewer, 2015), there is a critical need for
research addressing adolescent drinking.
Alcohol Use Disorders
Alcohol use disorders (AUDs) are characterized by compulsive alcohol intake over a 12month period and often include frequent, high alcohol intake, a strong need to drink, increased
impulsivity and risk-taking behavior, and withdrawal symptoms (e.g., anxiety, depression, nausea,
shakiness; NIAAA, 2016). AUDs are disabling, and are associated with decreased cognitive
abilities (Dawson, Li, Chou, & Grant, 2009) and increased likelihood of comorbidity with
disorders, such as substance abuse disorders (Hasin et al., 2007) and psychiatric disorders (Grant
et al., 2015). Research addressing risk factors for the development of AUDs is an important step
in preventing these and other consequences.
One major risk factor for the development of AUDs is the early initiation of drinking.
NIAAA findings show that teens who start drinking before the age of 15 are four times more
likely to develop an AUD in adulthood (2015). Research suggests that delaying initial alcohol
consumption is critical factor in reducing AUDs, with 40 percent of adolescents who start
drinking at age 14 or younger exhibiting lifetime dependence on alcohol, but only 10 percent of
those who start drinking at age 20 or older exhibiting lifetime dependence on alcohol (Grant &
2

Dawson, 1997).
Type-1 Alcoholism
Most of the research on risk factors for AUDs has focused on individuals who misuse
alcohol. Type-1 or anxiety- mediated alcoholism (Cloninger, 1987) is associated with efforts to
reduce anxiety by consuming alcohol for its anxiolytic properties (Spanagel et al., 1995; Turner,
Mota, Bolton, & Sareen, 2018), especially in adulthood (Birrell, Newton, Teesson, Tonks, &
Slade, 2015; Chavarria et al., 2015; Grant et al., 2004; Kessler et al., 1997; Pardee, Colder, &
Bowker, 2014). Also, there is a high comorbidity rate of anxiety disorders and AUDs (Burns &
Teesson, 2002). This is not surprising, considering that alcohol is a potent anxiolytic (Wilson,
Burghardt, Ford Wilkinson, & Primeaux, 2004), equivalent in its effects to those of valium,
diazepam, lorazepam and other antianxiety agents (Goldberg, 1984; Ho & Yu, 1991).
Numerous researchers have shown that adults with anxiety or related disorders used alcohol to
self- medicate their anxiety and to dampen their responses to stressors (Birrell et al., 2015;
Chavarria et al., 2015; Kessler et al., 1997; Pardee et al., 2014; Schuckit, 1998).
Temperament
Temperament refers to a cluster of biologically based behavioral and personality traits
that are identifiable early in life and stable across time and situation (Chess & Thomas, 1977;
Gartstein & Rothbart, 2003; Kagan, Reznick, & Snidman, 1988). Anxiety is identifiable early in
life (Mian, Carter, Pine, Wakschlag, & Briggs-Gowan, 2015), rooted in biology (Lesch et al.,
1996), and stable across subsequent development (Caspi, Moffitt, Newman, & Silva, 1996;
Kagan & Snidman, 1999; Lovibond, 1998; Schwartz, Wright, Shin, Kagan, & Rauch, 2003).
For example, an anxious temperament in infancy predicts increased fears, worry, and anxiety
disorders in adulthood (Kagan & Snidman, 1999), including trait-like, amygdala-mediated
responses to novelty in adulthood (Schwartz, Wright, Shin, Kagan, & Rauch, 2003). As with
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Cloninger s (1987) t pe-1 alcoholism, the comorbidity of AUDs and anxiety and anxiety
disorders is well-established in adults (Burns & Teesson, 2002; Chavarria et al., 2015; Gierski
et al., 2017; Grant et al., 2004) and in adolescents (Blumenthal, Ham, Cloutier, Bacon, &
Douglas, 2016; Blumenthal, Leen-Feldner, Frala, Badour, & Ham, 2010). However, while it is
recognized that temperament traits are stable and that antecedents of personality characteristics
can be ascertained from infant and toddler temperament, and although adolescents can be
diagnosed with AUDs (NIAAA, 2017), longitudinal data on early temperament styles and later
adolescent alcohol-use patterns are rare.
The Rhesus Monkey Model
A growing number of researchers have argued that early alcohol intake is likely a risk
factor for future AUDs (see, for example, Sacks et al. 2015). One difficulty in conducting
longitudinal studies is the long-term time commitment, as well as numerous extraneous variables
that can intervene over test periods. Although some longitudinal research suggests that there is a
relationship between early behavior, temperament, and alcohol use (Birrell, Newton, Teesson,
Tonks, & Slade, 2015; Blumenthal et al., 2010, 2016; Woodward & Fergusson, 2001), this
research typically utilizes self-reported alcohol use. This methodology tends to be limited by
recall and can result in significant under-reporting (Bailey, Flewelling, & Rachal, 1992; Bertol et
al., 2017; Ismail & Seneviratne, 2010; Popham & Schmidt, 1981; Smith, McCarthy, & Goldman,
1995). This methodology is also limited by the social-desirability bias, which may also result in
significant under-reporting (Davis, Thake, & Vilhena, 2010). Moreover, administering a
controlled substance to a teenager before they are legally allowed to drink alcohol is unethical and
illegal.
For these and other reasons, researchers investigating childhood and adolescent risk
factors for alcohol dependency have increasingly used translational animal models.
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Rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta) are ideally suited subjects for investigating the relationship
between early developmental factors and later life alcohol consumption due to their genetic
(Gibbs et al., 2007) and temperament (Kay, Marsiske, Suomi, & Higley, 2010; Weinstein &
Capitanio, 2008; Wood, Higley, Marsiske, Suomi, & Kay, 2020) similarities to humans.
Emotionality, anxiety, attention, and activity are central features of early temperament in both
species. Rhesus monkeys also show stable individual differences in levels of anxiety and
response to stressors (Fahlke et al., 2000). Their rate of development is approximately three-tofour times faster than that of humans
(Colman, McKiernan, Aiken, & Weindruch, 2005; Hall-Haro, Johnson, Price, Vance, & Kiorpes,
2008; Knickmeyer, et al. 2010; Roth et al. 2004). In addition, rhesus monkeys proceed through
comparable developmental periods which allows for the assessment of longitudinal outcomes in
a relatively shorter period of time.
Like humans, rhesus monkeys live in large, complex social groups (Capitanio, 1985),
allowing researchers to investigate the effect of social variables on alcohol intake as a function of
early life experience. Furthermore, the rearing and other environmental conditions during
development can be closely controlled (Higley & Linnoila, 1997). Importantly, rhesus monkeys
show similarities in patterns of alcohol consumption that parallel those observed in humans.
About 10-to-20 percent of normally-reared adult subjects routinely drink to excess (Barr,
Schwandt, Newman, & Higley, 2004; Grant & Bennett, 2003; Higley & Linnoila, 2002; Higley,
Hasert, Suomi, & Linnoila, 1991). In adolescents, most intake typically occurs during the first 15
minutes of a drinking bout. In humans, when individuals are of legal drinking age, they are
typically not alcohol- naïve, but have a prior, unknown history of alcohol consumption that may
confound interpretations of the data they provide (e.g., they have already developed tolerance to
alcohol). Studies using nonhuman primates are typically free of these confounds.
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As certain aspects of internalizing and externalizing disorders may reflect components of
temperamental traits, it follows that alcohol-use styles could potentially be predicted from the
assessment of temperament traits prior to the initiation of alcohol consumption. Thus,
investigating the relationship between early anxious temperament and later alcohol-use behaviors
may result in better understanding of early risk factors for AUDs. To my knowledge, no studies
have investigated whether high anxiety in different developmental stages the neonatal period,
infancy, and childhood) is predictive of high alcohol intake in adolescence. The purpose of the set
of studies I report here is to determine the relationship between early-life and subsequent
indicators of anxiety and alcohol consumption in adolescence. In the first study (Wood,
Champoux, Lindell, Barr, Suomi, & Higley, 2019a), my colleagues and I assessed the
relationship between temperament in two-week-old rhesus monkeys and their subsequent
adolescent alcohol consumption. In the second study (Wood et al., 2019b), we assessed the
relationship between naturally-occurring behaviors over the first six months of life and adolescent
alcohol consumption. In the third study, we assessed the relationship between a concurrent
measure of anxiety-like behavior and alcohol consumption in adolescence. Taken together, the
results of these studies inform the study of individual variation in susceptibility to excessive
alcohol intake in adolescence and the development of AUDs.
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NEONATAL PERIOD
STUDY 1: NEONATAL PREDICTORS OF EXCESSIVE ALCOHOL INTAKE IN
ADOLESCENT RHESUS MONKEYS
Temperament is reflected in biologically-based characteristics that are present early in life
and are inter-individually stable across the lifespan (Chess & Thomas, 1977; Gartstein &
Rothbart, 2003). In Study 1, my colleagues and I investigated the relationship between anxious
temperament during infancy and adolescent alcohol intake. In Cloninger s (1987) model, the
central feature of type-1 alcoholism was anxiety, which is a stable trait across the lifespan
(Lovibond, 1998). Due to alcohol s an iol tic properties, it ma be misused b individuals
suffering from type-1 alcoholism to reduce felt anxiety (Spanagel et al., 1995).
This study was published in the American Journal of Primatology (see Wood et al.,
2019a in Appendix 3). I hereby confirm that the use of this article is compliant with all
publishing agreements.
Most researchers focusing on the risk factors for AUDs study individuals who misuse
alcohol. Individual differences were hypothesized to lead to different types of AUDs. One of
these, type-1 alcoholism, sometimes termed anxiety- mediated alcoholism (Cloninger, 1987), is
associated with internalizing behavioral traits, and is thought to be related to attempts to reduce
anxiety by consuming alcohol for its anxiolytic properties (Goldberg, 1984; Spanagel et al.,
1995; Turner et al., 2018). As certain aspects of internalizing behaviors may reflect temperament
traits, our interest was in identifying early-life temperament traits related to the emergence of
anxiety before the initiation of alcohol consumption.
As previously stated, temperament is defined as a group of biologically based behavioral
and personality traits that are identifiable early in life and are stable across time and situation
(Chess & Thomas, 1977; Gartstein & Rothbart, 2003). Anxiety is one such trait, identifiable early
7

in life (Mian et al., 2015) and stable across development (Caspi et al., 1996; Lovibond, 1998;
Schwartz et al., 2003). Moreover, the comorbidity of AUDs and anxiety and anxiety disorders is
wellestablished in adults (Burns & Teesson, 2002; Chavarria et al., 2015; Gierski et al., 2017;
Grant et al., 2004) and in adolescents (Blumenthal et al., 2010, 2016). However, while it is
recognized that temperament traits are stable and that antecedents of personality characteristics
can be ascertained from infant and toddler temperament, and while adolescents can be diagnosed
with AUDs (NIAAA, 2017), longitudinal data on early temperament styles as foundational
aspects of adolescent alcohol use patterns are lacking.
In earlier work from their laboratory, my colleagues demonstrated that stress-induced
plasma cortisol levels in rhesus monkey infants strongly predicted their alcohol consumption in
adolescence (Fahlke et al., 2000; Higley & Linnoila, 2002; Higley et al., 1991). In the present
study, I sought to extend these findings by assessing neonatal temperament and observing
adolescent alcohol-consumption patterns in the same subjects four years later and utilized the
Infant Behavioral Assessment Scale (IBAS), a standardized primate neurodevelopmental battery
specifically designed to test nonhuman primate infants (Schneider & Suomi, 1992b). The
instrument is an adaptation of the Neonatal Behavioral Assessment Scale (NBAS; Brazelton,
1973) and is sensitive to a variety of intrinsic and environmental factors in primate neonates
(Champoux et al., 2002; Champoux, Schneider, & Suomi, 1994; Schneider & Suomi, 1992b;
Schneider, Coe, & Lubach, 1992; Schneider, Moore, Suomi, & Champoux, 1991).
The IBAS includes items for measuring orientation, state control (emotional regulation),
motor maturity, and activity. The IBAS also includes rhesus-infant temperament ratings (see
Table 1.1 for a description of item clusters) (Kay et al., 2010; Wood et al., 2020). It also includes
variables related to behavioral inhibition and anxiety. To measure adolescent alcohol intake, my
colleagues and I used a well-validated paradigm in which subjects were allowed to freely
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consume alcohol for one hour per day, four days per week for a period of five-to-seven weeks
(see Higley & Linnoila, 2002, for a detailed description of the methodology). We hypothesized
that lower scores on the IBAS would predict higher-than-average alcohol consumption in
adolescence. Specifically, we predicted that IBAS scores related to an anxious temperament and
impaired neurodevelopment would increase the risk for higher alcohol intake later in life.
Methods
Subjects
Subjects were 145 laboratory-born rhesus macaques (81 males and 64 females), housed
at the Laboratory of Comparative Ethology, National Institute of Child Health and Human
Development colony in Bethesda, MD, as part of an ongoing, longitudinal study of genetic and
environmental influences on neurobiology and behavior in relation to alcohol consumption.
Seven birth cohorts born between 1991 and 1997 were included in this study. All procedures
were conducted in compliance with the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the
National Institutes of Health and with the American Societ of Primatolog s Principles for the
Ethical Treatment of Nonhuman Primates.
Subjects rearing and housing conditions are described in detail elsewhere (Shannon,
Champoux, & Suomi, 1998). Briefly, mother-reared (MR) animals (n = 63) were housed in
indoor-outdoor pens in social groups consisting of six-to-eight adult females, two adult males,
and six-to-eight age-mates. Nursery-reared (NR) animals (n = 82) were separated from their
mothers one-to-three days following birth and reared in a neonatal nursery according to
procedures described elsewhere (Ruppenthal, 1979). While in the nursery, subjects were
provided with a fleece-covered, heated, spring -loaded, surrogate mother and a cloth blanket.
They were weighed and handled daily.
At 37 days of age, NR infants were assigned to either a peer-only rearing (PR) condition
or to a surrogate-peer rearing condition (SPR). PR subjects were placed in a permanent social
9

group consisting of three other PR age-mates from the same birth cohort. SPR subjects were
allowed three-to-four hours a day of social interaction with other SPR age-mates and then
returned to their home cage with their surrogate mothers. When subjects reached six-to-seven
months of age, the MR animals were permanently removed from their mothers and housed in
large indoor pens with the NR animals from the same birth cohort to form a larger social group in
which all animals received similar treatment. In the subsequent analysis of the results, there were
no differences between the SPR and PR subjects in mean alcohol intake. Therefore, the two
groups were combined and are hereafter designated as the NR group.
Infant Behavioral Assessment Scale
Infants were assessed using the IBAS on day 14 following birth (Schneider & Suomi, 1992b).
Raters were trained to an interrater-reliability criterion of 0.90 before they began to officially
collect data. All testing was performed in a predetermined sequence between 1100 and 1300
hours. The ratings produced four clusters (orientation, state control, motor maturity, and activity),
each with four-to-five items (see Table 1.1). The clusters emerged from an exploratory factor
analysis.
The extracted factor loadings ranged from 0.33 to 0.90 in each cluster, with an average
absolute factor loading of 0.73 (see Schneider et al., 1991). To perform the IBAS testing, the
infant was wrapped in a cloth, leaving its arms free to move while orientation and attention to
visual and auditory stimuli were measured. Second, motor maturity, which was represented by a
variety of reflex and sensorimotor tasks was assessed. Temperament ratings for state control were
obtained during the orientation and motor maturity assessments. The temperament measures
included fearfulness, tendency to struggle, consolability, irritability, self-soothing, cuddliness, and
overall state of arousal. Lastly, the infant was placed in a small cage (51 × 38 × 43 cm) for a sixminute assessment of activity. To prevent distractions, the testing cage was empty except for an
10

absorbent liner pad and the same stimulus that was used for visual orienting. While orientation
was measured, the number of vocalizations emitted by the infant was recorded during the first
minute. Then, the infant was placed on a table and a five-minute period of focal assessment of
immobility, fine- and gross-motor activity, and coordination occurred. With the exception of the
60-second vocalization count, all items were scored on a scale of 0 2, with scores of 0.5 and 1.5
allowed. Scores for items in each of the four clusters were added to create the overall cluster
scores of the orientation, state control, motor maturity, and activity variables.
Alcohol Consumption Paradigm
When subjects reached adolescence (Mage = 46 ± 7 months), they were tested for their
voluntary consumption of alcohol. The procedure used to train the subjects to consume alcohol
and the data collection methods have been described elsewhere (see Higley & Linnoila, 2002).
Briefly, subjects were trained to drink from nipple- like spouts by first exposing them to an
aspartame-sweetened vehicle (30 mg/100 ml of water). The training period ended when each
subject had consumed >50 ml of the vehicle. Subsequently, ethanol was added to the vehicle until
an 8.4% v/v alcohol solution was produced. The ethanol solution was available each day between
13:00 and 15:30 for one hour, four days a week (Monday through Thursday), for total of five-toseven consecutive weeks. To control for the possibility that subjects were consuming the ethanol
solution for its gustatory value, during each drinking session the aspartame-sweetened vehicle was
also available. An average daily absolute alcohol consumption value (grams/kilogram body
weight) was calculated for each monkey based on the daily intake of the alcohol solution averaged
over the five-to-seven weeks.
Alcohol intake was assessed in several cohorts over a period of seven years. As
already indicated, housing conditions during the alcohol-consumption paradigm differed
between birth cohorts. Quantities of ethanol intake were measured using one of the following
11

procedures:
Single-cage testing sessions: For 70 subjects, subjects were housed singly in adjoining
cages (2.44 × 3.0 × 2.33 m). Subjects had visual and auditory access to one another. Two standard
water bottles, each containing 500 mL of one of the two solutions (the sweetened vehicle or the
alcohol+sweetened vehicle), were hung on the sides of each cage, and bottles were marked to
measure the amount consumed every 15 minutes until >50 mL of the alcohol+sweetened vehicle
had been consumed. The total volume of consumed sweetened-alcohol solution was measured
after one hour had elapsed, with drippage caught by a funnel and measured to assure accuracy of
actual consumption. Water was also available to the subjects via their normal in-cage dispenser
during the testing session. At the end of the testing session, subjects were reunited with their
cage-mates. The side of the cage on which the two solutions were placed was switched at the halfway point in the five-to-seven week period.
Social-group testing: For 55 subjects, subjects were group-housed in an indoor-outdoor run
(indoor: 2.44 × 3.05× 2.21 m; outdoor: 2.44 × 3.0 × 2.44 m) equipped with an automated fluid
delivery apparatus. The apparatus is a clear Ple iglas

enclosure that a subject could enter from

the bottom in order to drink, allowing its occupant to drink alone. Subjects were fitted with collars
that contained remote sensors that were used to identify which subject was drinking at which time.
The number of drinking bouts and volume of solution dispensed during each drinking session was
also recorded remotely. Two standard water bottles containing 500 mL of the two solutions were
accessible from each apparatus, and the total volume of consumed sweetened-alcohol solution was
measured after one hour had elapsed. The position of each bottle was switched for each cohort. To
preclude satiation, cage water was turned off for one hour before the solutions were available.
Water was freely available at all other times via their normal in-cage dispenser, including the
period when the solutions were available.
12

Because previous studies showed that anesthetizing subjects to obtain blood-alcohol
concentrations during the alcohol-drinking phase of a study led to reduced alcohol intake during
the week following measurement (Higley et al., 1991), subjects were not routinely removed from
their runs to obtain blood-alcohol content (BAC) samples during the study. Instead, at the end of
the study, a representative sample of subjects was removed from their runs to obtain a blood
sample for assessment of BAC.
Data Analysis
Of the 145 laboratory-reared rhesus monkeys, 135 animals participated in the IBAS
testing and 125 animals were given access to alcohol in the alcohol-consumption paradigm. Of
the latter, 34 animals drank in single cages and 91 drank in social groups. Because subjects
were given access to alcohol under different conditions in different years, z scores of alcohol
intake were calculated within a cohort s test year, and the individual standardized scores were
used for all linear regressions.
Descriptive statistics were used to report the typical alcohol intake across subjects, as well
as the percentage of subjects showing high rates of alcohol intake, as defined by an individual
average alcohol intake in e cess of 1.4 g/kg. A subsequent

2 test

was performed to assess

whether alcohol intake in excess of 1.4 g/kg was equally distributed across rearing conditions
(see Fahlke et al., 2000; Higley et al., 1991; Higley, Suomi, & Linnoila, 1996).
As IBAS averages for each cluster have not been previously reported in this large of a
sample, descriptive statistics were also used to characterize the mean standardized IBAS cluster
scores. To test the relationship between neonatal IBAS scores and adolescent alcohol intake,
separate linear-regression analyses were conducted for each of the day-14 neonatal clusters
(orientation, state control, motor maturity, and activity), with the specific neonatal cluster as the
independent variable and standardized alcohol intake as the dependent variable. Preliminary
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independent t-tests involving sex and rearing differences and alcohol intake showed no significant
differences between males and females (t(123) = 0.67; p = .50) or between MR or NR groups
(t(123) = 1.05; p = .30). However, independent t-tests assessing sex and rearing differences in
orientation, state control, motor maturity, and activity clusters showed significant differences
between males and females for the activity cluster (t(133) = 2.09; p = .04) and significant
differences between MR and NR subjects for the state (t(132) = 10.01, p < .0001) and activity
clusters (t(133) = 4.44, p < .0001). Based on these outcomes, sex and rearing were included in
the regression analyses. However, as neither rearing nor sex were significant contributors to any
of the linear regression analyses (p > .37), they were dropped from the final analysis.
Results
Typical Alcohol Intake
Among adolescent subjects, the average alcohol intake was 0.93 ± 0.07 g/kg.
Further analyses showed that 25 percent of the subjects consumed alcohol in excess of 1.4 g/kg,
an amount that other researchers have shown results in an average BAC in excess of 0.10 percent
(Higley et al., 1991; Vivian et al., 1999). The number of subjects that consumed alcohol in excess
of 1.4 g/kg was higher than the number of subjects reported in other studies (Higley et al., 1991).
My colleagues and I performed a

2 test

and found that the high percentage of individuals who

drank to intoxication was, in part, due to the higher intake by NR subjects, which were more
likely to consume alcohol at rates that produce intoxication when compared to MR subjects (31
percent of NR subjects consumed over 1.4 g/kg, compared to 12 percent of MR subjects,

2=

8.96, p = .003). Consistent with other studies (Fahlke et al., 2000), male subjects drank
significantly more alcohol than did female subjects (t(123) = 3.13, p = .002; males: M = 1.20 ±
0.13 g/kg; females: M = 0.73 ± 0.08 g/kg). Also consistent with other studies (Fahlke et al., 2000;
Higley et al., 1991, 1996), NR subjects drank significantly more alcohol than did MR subjects
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(t(123) = 3.17, p = .002); NR: M = 1.13 ± 0.11 g/kg; MR: M = 0.65 ± 0.08 g/kg).
On the last day of the study for each cohort, a blood sample was obtained from a
representative sample of 25 subjects that consumed more than 1.4 g/kg. There was a significant,
positive correlation between the amount of alcohol consumed and BAC (r = 0.55, p = .0001). The
mean BAC was 125 mg/dL. As in other studies using the same paradigm, subjects showed a
binge-like rapid intake, with about two-thirds of the available alcohol consumed in the first 15
min of alcohol accessibility (Higley et al., 1991).
IBAS and Adolescent Alcohol Intake
The mean for each of the IBAS clusters was similar to that reported in other studies
(orientation, M = 0.93 ± 0.05; state control, M = 0.73 ± 0.06; motor maturity, M = 1.31 ± 0.05;
activity, M = 0.96 ± 0.06; Schneider & Suomi, 1992b). Results showed that subjects with low
scores on the orientation cluster on day 14 following birth engaged in significantly higher
adolescent alcohol intake ( = .35; p = .01; overall R = 0.23, F(1,114) = 6.47, p = .01, see
figure 1.1) than those with high scores did. Those with low scores on the state-control cluster
engaged in significantly higher adolescent alcohol intake ( = .19; p = .04; overall R = 0.19,
F(1,115) = 4.24, p = .04, see figure 1.2), and subjects with low scores on the motor-maturity
cluster also engaged in significantl higher adolescent alcohol intake ( = .24; p = .01; overall
R = 0.24, F(1,115) = 6.82, p = .01, see figure 1.3). We found no significant effects for the
activity cluster on adolescent alcohol intake (p > .05).
Discussion
In support of our hypothesis, we found that lower scores on IBAS were associated with
higher adolescent alcohol consumption. Low cluster scores on items assessing attention
(orienting), emotion regulation (state control), and motor immaturity recorded on day 14
following birth were predictive of high alcohol consumption approximately four years later.
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Although some researchers who conducted longitudinal studies of humans have related
adolescent alcohol intake to maternal ratings of infant temperament (Dick et al., 2013) and
others have related adolescent temperament to adolescent alcohol use (Birrell et al., 2015;
Blumenthal et al., 2010, 2016; Woodward & Fergusson, 2001), they assessed teenage alcohol
intake using self-report and retrospective methods. The present study is, to our knowledge, the
first prospective study in which neonatal measures of temperament were used as predictors of
adolescent alcohol intake. Moreover, we utilized a translational nonhuman primate model
adolescent alcohol consumption was directly measured, thereby reducing extraneous variables
inherent in previously published studies of teenage drinking. These findings represent an
important step in the identification of early temperament profiles of risk factors for adolescent
AUDs.
Researchers show that, when teenagers drink alcohol, they consume the most of it in the
form of binge-drinking (OJJDP, 2005; SAMHSA, 2018). This pattern is associated with a
number of other high-risk behaviors, including accidents (Hicks, Morris, Bass, Holcomb, &
Neblett, 1990), sexual assaults (Champion et al., 2004), violence (Buydens-Branchey, Branchey,
& Noumair, 1989), and alcohol poisoning (De Bellis et al., 2000). The translational model we
used to evaluate adolescent alcohol intake resulted in rapid rates of alcohol intake that were
similar to the drinking patterns of human teenagers who binge drink. A subset of the sample
included chronic patterns of intake similar to those reported by other researchers, namely, BACs
in excess of 0.10 percent in rhesus monkey adolescents (Higley et al., 1991). The overall
percentage of subjects that chronically consumed alcohol to a point of attaining BACs in excess
of 0.10 percent was similar to that found by Vivian and colleagues (1999) and in other species of
nonhuman primates [e.g., vervet monkeys (see Ervin, Palmour, Young, Guzman-Flores, &
Juarez, 1990)] and in human teenagers (National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism,
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2017). Furthermore, the majority of the subjects that consumed alcohol at this high rate were
those that were separated from their mothers at birth (NR) and reared without parents in peergroups or with only 3-4 hours of daily interactions with other peers. These two conditions are
known risk-factors for anxiety, as well as future high alcohol intake in rhesus monkeys (Higley et
al., 1991).
To the extent that our findings generalize to humans, they suggest that temperament,
which is stable across individual development (Chess & Thomas, 1977; Gartstein & Rothbart,
2003) and widely held to be the foundation of personality, appears to play a role in the
development of patterns of adolescent alcohol consumption. Furthermore, our results suggest
that a standardized neonatal assessment of temperament like the NBAS (Brazelton, 1973), a tool
routinely used to study human infants, may be useful in identifying individuals at risk for
engaging in problematic alcohol use (e.g., binge-drinking) later in life. Based on the high rates of
comorbidity between anxiety and AUDs in human populations (Burns & Teesson, 2002;
Chavarria et al., 2015; Gierski et al., 2017; Grant et al., 2004), we hypothesized that
temperament variables related to future anxiety and fearfulness would be positively associated
with alcohol intake, and indeed, neonatal state control (consolability, irritability, and
predominant state,) was associated with higher adolescent alcohol intake. In addition, two other
assessment clusters (orientation and motor maturity) were related to adolescent alcohol
consumption. One interpretation of our findings is that low orienting and attentional control, in
addition to low motor maturity, are temperament components of future anxiety and fearfulness,
which are related to type-1, anxiety-mediated alcohol intake (Cloninger, 1987). According to a
growing literature, temperament and personality traits are not necessarily orthogonal (Digman,
1997; McCrae & Costa, 2003). In a restructuring of infant temperament, Rothbart and Bates
(2006) showed a relationship between these clusters and subsequent negative affectivity,
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including anxiety, which may explain, in part, why orienting and motor maturity also predicted
alcohol intake.
Outside of the present study, the long-term developmental outcomes predicted by the
IBAS have not yet been assessed, but some researchers have shown that attention deficits and
sensory deficits are related to AUDs (Monnig et al., 2013; Wilens, Biederman, Mick, Faraone, &
Spencer, 1997). This latter explanation, however, does not explain why the other temperament
clusters were similar in relational strength.
A number of researchers have shown that deviations from averages in temperament,
particularly extreme deviations in temperament, are risk factors for other forms of
psychopathology (Goldsmith et al., 1987; Kagan, Reznick, & Snidman, 1988; Schmidt et al.,
2013), some of which lead to risk for developing AUDs (Gierski et al., 2017). If AUDs have
multiple etiological pathways (Oreland et al., 2018; Pombo & Lesch, 2008), with high intake as
the final common pathway, an alternative, but not inconsistent, explanation, is that early
developmental delays and deviations in temperament may each represent individual contributions
to alcohol intake and lead to future risk for excessive alcohol consumption in adolescence and
beyond. For example, scores on the motor maturity cluster are correlated with speed of
responding on test items, motor coordination, and ability to make postural adjustments. In one
longitudinal study, researchers compared postural sway in a control group with that in a group of
children at risk for alcohol-related problems later in life. They reported that the latter exhibited
delays in the maturation of postural control (Hill et al., 2000), suggesting that motor maturity may
serve as a psychobiological marker for future motor or sensory problems (Hegedus, Tarter, Hill,
Jacob, & Winsten, 1984; Hill & Steinhauer, 1993; Lipscomb, Carpenter, & Nathan, 1979) as well
as disordered alcohol consumption later in life. Our findings lend support to this hypothesis, and
further suggest that early motoric delays may be assessed early in life and serve as a predictor or
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marker of biological risk AUDs.
Our findings also included a cross-species parallel between the acquisition of alcohol
consumption and patterns of adolescent alcohol consumption in which palatability, especially
sweetness, is a factor (Wagenaar et al., 1993). However, our subjects were not offered solutions
containing different concentrations of alcohol or of a sweetener, our findings must be considered
preliminary. However, two lines of previous research are supportive. First, using the same
procedures and time of exposure as those in our study, Vivian et al. (1999) reported that stable
rates of consuming sweetened alcohol were established in a group of adolescent rhesus monkeys.
These subjects were then transferred to another laboratory, where they were tested for alcohol
preferences and consumption using simultaneous, two-spout access to both water and
unsweetened alcohol. The consumption rates of the sweetened alcohol in the first
laboratory was strongly and positively correlated with the consumption of the unsweetened
alcohol in the second (r = 0.86, p = .001). Second, when the consumption of concurrently
available unsweetened alcohol and water was measured, the monkeys for which preference was
greatest for alcohol over water were the same subjects that consumed the most alcohol.
Furthermore, in this study, these monkeys were allowed to consume unsweetened alcohol
solutions at eight different concentrations, ranging from 0 percent to 16 percent, with raw alcohol
fluid volume intake levels highest at lower alcohol concentrations (0.5 percent, 1 percent, and 2
percent). Subjects showed a progressive decline in raw alcohol fluid intake as the concentrations
increased (4 percent, 8 percent, and 16 percent), but mL/kg body weight alcohol intake actually
increased from 4 percent to 8 percent alcohol concentration and remained steady at 16 percent
concentration, producing pharmacologically relevant BACs at higher concentrations (Vivian et al.,
1999). Such findings provide evidence that consumption of the sweetened alcohol was primarily
motivated by the pharmacological effects of the alcohol and not for its gustatory value or the
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propensity to consume liquids.
While the IBAS has a long history, most previous studies were performed using smaller
sample sizes (Champoux et al., 1994; Schneider, 1984, 1992; Schneider & Suomi, 1992a, 1992b;
Schneider et al., 1992; Schneider, Kraemer, & Suomi, 1991; Schneider, Moore et al., 1991);
although, see Coe et al. (2010). The current large sample of subjects are from a different
laboratory and population than those studied by Coe et al. (2010), and, as such, provide estimates
for each of the clusters that others may use to better establish norms. We refer to the neonatal
measures as important in the developmental pathway for patterns of alcohol intake. Given the
earl stage of life in which the subjects temperaments were measured, it is not surprising that
the correlation between neonatal temperament and alcohol intake were modest. Other studies in
humans also show low but significant correlations between early infant temperament and
adolescent and young adult personality (see McCrae et al., 2000), suggesting that our findings are
in line with other temperament research that shows modest, but positive, correlations between
temperament in infancy and personality in adolescence, suggesting therefore, an underlying
continuity. This study suggests that temperament appears to play an important, albeit modest,
developmental role in the risk for psychopathology, including patterns of adolescent alcohol
intake.
In sum, our findings suggest that early temperament may be predictive of alcohol
consumption later in life. To the extent that these results generalize to humans, they suggest that
weak attention and orientation, emotional regulation, and motor skills early in life may underlie
traits that predict alcohol consumption in adolescence. They further suggest that individual risk of
developing an AUD in adolescence may be identified early in life using an assessment such as the
NBAS (Brazelton, 1973). The results of this study are an important step in understanding the
biological origins of AUDs and may ultimately be useful in developing preventative and
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intervention-related measures for individuals at risk for AUDs
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INFANCY
STUDY 2: INFANT HOMECAGE BEHAVIORAL PREDICTORS OF EXCESSIVE
ALCOHOL INTAKE IN ADOLESCENT RHESUS MONKEYS
Rhesus monkeys exhibit early temperament traits that parallel those of humans,
especially, emotionality, anxiety, attention, and activity (Kay et al., 2010; Weinstein & Capitanio,
2008). In human infants, early anxiety has been measured using behaviors such as proximity to
parent, separation distress, physical avoidance of an anxiety-eliciting stimuli, hypervigilance, and
dissociation (Mian et al., 2015), as well as inhibition by novelty, prosocial peer relations, and
social interaction (Carter, Briggs-Gowan, Jones, & Little, 2003). Researchers assessing anxiety in
rhesus monkey infants have described similar behavioral patterns, characterizing anxiety in terms
of time spent clinging to mother, infrequent contact with peers, and limited environmental
exploration (Maestripieri, Martel, Nevison, Simpson, & Keverne, 1991).
Study 2 was published in Addiction Biology (see Wood et al., 2019b; see Appendix 4). I
hereby confirm that the use of this article is compliant with all publishing agreements.
Alcohol use among teenagers is a large-scale problem in the United States. According to a report
from the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services (SAMSHA) published in 2018, 7.4 million
underage teens had consumed alcohol in the past month and over 60 percent of underage
individuals reported that their alcohol consumption was in the form of binge-drinking. The
authors of a report released by the National Institute for Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA,
2017), indicated that the early initiation of drinking places teenagers at risk for the development
of alcohol use disorders (AUDs. Teenage alcohol consumption is also associated with a number
of negative developmental outcomes (Flory et la., 2004), including deleterious effects on the
developing brain, such as lower cortical volumes (Luciana et al., 2013) and lower white matter in
the prefrontal cortex (De Bellis et al., 2005). Due to these and other related developmental risks,
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as well as the large and increasing number of teenagers consuming high volumes of alcohol, the
NIAAA (2017) prioritized the identification of predictors of drinking behavior among teenagers
as a major research initiative.
In their alcoholism typology, Cloninger et al. (1987) proposed that type-1 alcoholism is
mainly mediated trait anxiety, which has high comorbidity rates with anxiety disorders and AUDs
(Burns & Teesson, 2002). This is not surprising, considering that alcohol is a potent anxiolytic
(Goldberg, 1984; Wilson et al., 2004), that is, alcoholics tend to self-medicate for anxiety using
alcohol (Turner et al., 2018). Other studies suggest that trait anxiety is biologically based (Lesch,
et al., 1996), stable (Kagan & Snidman, 1999), and identifiable early in life (Mian et al., 2015). In
this study, my colleagues and I hypothesized that early anxiety, as measured in the context of
mother-infant behavioral interactions, is a risk factor for adolescent binging and alcohol abuse.
We designed the study in order to identify early indicators of anxiety that place an individual at
risk for excessive alcohol consumption later in life, thereby increasing the risk for developing an
AUD.
Due to the ethical and practical constraints in longitudinally assessing early predictors of
alcohol use among teenagers, we used a nonhuman primate model. Rhesus monkeys (Macaca
mulatta) are ideally suited due to their genetic (Gibbs et al., 2007) and temperament-trait
(Weinstein & Capitanio, 2008) similarities to humans, as well as similarities in alcoholconsumption patterns, including about 10 percent to 20 percent of research subjects routinely
drinking alcohol to excess (Higley et al., 1991) and the majority of consumption typically
occurring during the first 15 minutes of a drinking bout. Furthermore, developmental outcomes
can be assessed in a relatively rapid fashion, as rhesus monkeys age about 3-4 times faster than
humans do (Roth et al., 2004) and, like humans, they live in large, complex social groups
(Capitanio, 1985) This allows researchers to investigate the effects of social variables, as well as
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the effects of early life experiences, on alcohol consumption in adolescence.
Rhesus monkeys show personality traits that parallel those of humans. In addition,
emotionality, anxiety, attention, and activity are central features of temperament in both species
(Weinstein & Capitanio, 2008; Kay et al., 2010; Wood et al., 2020). The study of infant anxiety is
rooted in Harlow's classic study of mother-infant attachment (Harlow & Zimmerman, 1959).
Harlow and his colleagues showed that infant monkeys that are anxious or aroused engage in
maternal proximity-seeking and mutual ventral contact. Once anxiety subsides, infants return to
environmental exploration and to interactions with peers. Subsequent researchers showed that an
infant's contact with its mother reduced circulating cortisol, whereas maternal inaccessibility and
separation led to increased plasma cortisol (Smotherman, Hunt, McGinnis, & Levine, 1979).
Early behavioral indications of anxiety in human infants are typified by parental proximityseeking, separation distress, physical avoidance of anxiety-eliciting stimuli, hypervigilance, and
dissociation (Gierski et al., 2017), as well as inhibition by novelty and reduced prosocial peer
relations and other social interactions (Carter et al., 2003).
Following Harlow's foundational research, other investigators assessed anxiety in infant
rhesus monkeys and described similar behavioral patterns, characterizing an anxious
temperament as high amounts of time spent clinging to mother, low social contact (Maestripieri
et al., 1991; Suomi, Chaffin, & Higley, 2011). Researchers also found that levels of plasma
cortisol are positively correlated with measures of anxiety in both humans (Perez, Edgar,
Schmidt, Henderson, Schulkin, & Fox, 2008) and rhesus monkeys, (Dettmer, Novak, Suomi, &
Meyer, 2012; Kalin, Shelton, Rickman, & Davidson, 1998; Suomi et al., 2011). Moreover,
blood-cortisol concentrations at 11 years old are correlated with teenage alcohol use (Ruttle,
Maslowsky, Armstrong, Burk, & Essex, 2015). Similarly, researchers who conducted a
longitudinal study in rhesus monkeys showed that plasma-cortisol levels during mother-infant
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separation were strongly predictive of alcohol consumption in adolescence (Fahlke et al.,
2000).
Investigating teenage alcohol intake is fraught with difficulties. Especially prominent are
the focus on late childhood behavior (ages 9-12) as the predictor of subsequent alcohol use (e.g.,
see Dubow, Boxer, & Huesmann, 2008; Hampson, Goldberg, Vogt, & Dubanoski, 2006; Maggs,
Patrick, & Feinstein, 2008) and on the reliance on self-reported or retrospective reports of teenage
alcohol use (e.g., Bailey et al., 1992; Bertol et al., 2017; Ismail & Seneviratne, 2010; Smith et al.,
1995). We addressed these limitations via our use of the rhesus-monkey model, which allows for
experimental control that is typically not possible in a human study. We assessed the relationship
between observed behavior in infancy and alcohol consumption in adolescence and thereby
avoided the prohibitive cost, unreasonable time course, the confounds of social desirability bias
and underreporting, and ethical objections.
We hypothesized that the infant monkeys in our study that exhibited high levels of
anxiety and high plasma-cortisol concentrations would exhibit high alcohol intake as
adolescents.
Methods
Subjects
Subjects were 64 rhesus monkeys (29 males, 35 females) housed at the Laboratory of
Comparative Ethology, National Institute of Child Health and Human Development colony in
Bethesda, MD. All subjects were raised in social conditions approximating the natural social
composition. Details of rearing and housing conditions are described in detail elsewhere (see
Shannon et al, 1998). Briefly, subjects were reared by their mothers in indoor-outdoor enclosures
in social groups consisting of two-to-eight adult females, two adult males, and six-to-eigth sameaged infants. At six-to-seven months of age, subjects were permanently removed from their
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mothers and housed in large indoor-outdoor pens with other same-aged peers, where they
remained until they were allowed alcohol access at a later age. Data were collected between 1991
and 2003. Genetic diversity was maintained by selective out-breeding, resulting in an average
identity-by-descent of 1.68 percent, a measure of relatedness approximately equivalent to third
cousins, which was interpreted by Newman et al. (2005) and Robin, Chester, Rasmussen,
Jaranson, & Goldman (1997) to mean that subjects were sufficiently unrelated. All procedures
were carried out in accordance with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.
Plasma Cortisol
As part of a larger research program, a 3-5 mL blood sample was obtained from subjects
at five months of age via femoral venipuncture using vacutainers and a 22-g needle. A second
five mL blood sample was obtained from subjects when they were adolescents, about three-tofour years of age, approximately one month before measuring alcohol consumption. To obtain
blood samples, subjects were anesthetized using ketamine (15 mg/kg, intramuscular). Subjects
were anesthetized within 15 minutes of the investigators' entrance into the housing area. Plasma
samples were fro en and stored at 70°C until the time of the assay. Plasma was analyzed for
cortisol concentrations by Hazelton Biotechnologies (Vienna, VA) via radioimmunoassay kits.
Cortisol concentrations were reported in micrograms per deciliter ( g/dL). Intra-assay and interassay variability was less than 15%.
Behavioral Observations
For the first six months of life, five-minute focal observations were conducted by trained
observers twice a week. Observers used a mutually exclusive and exhaustive scoring system.
All observers were trained by a senior investigator with extensive experience in monkeys
behavior, and they achieved an interrater reliability of 85 percent or higher, with regular rechecks to maintain reliability over time. To account for time-of-day variability, observations
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of individual subjects alternated between mornings and afternoons. With the infant as the
focal subject, behaviors related to temperament and anxiety were recorded using an ethogram
developed by Barr and colleagues (2008). Behaviors included exploration of the
environment, distress vocalizations, locomotion, mutual ventral contact, social play, selfdirected behaviors, and social contact with conspecifics, as well as mutual breaks,
vocalizations, aggression, and other behaviors listed and defined in Table 2.1. The duration
of specific behaviors was recorded in seconds, with the exception of vocalizations, which
was recorded as frequency.
Alcohol Paradigm
When subjects were three-to-four years of age (Mage = 44.88 months ± 1.03 months), they
were allowed unfettered access to an aspartame-ethanol solution (8.4%, v/v). Details of the
procedure used to train the subjects to consume the alcohol and of the data collection methods are
described by Higley, Suomi, and Linnoila (1991). Briefly, subjects were trained to drink from
nipple-like spouts during a period of exposure to the aspartame-sweetened vehicle (originally 30
mg per 100 mL of water). A training session ended when the subject had consumed > 50 mL of
the vehicle. During the training period, ethanol was added to the vehicle until an 8.4 percent (v/v)
alcohol solution was in effect. The ethanol solution was available for one hour per day between
1300 and 1530 hours, four days a week, for a total of five-to-seven consecutive weeks. The
subjects were not food- or water-deprived at any point during the study, but, to preclude water
satiation at the time of testing, cage water was turned off for one hour before the solution became
available. Water was freely available at all other times, including the period when the solution
was available. All subjects were alcohol-naïve prior to the study. Because the subjects were of
reproductive age at the time of the alcohol availability, male and female subjects were housed
separately to eliminate pregnancy and fetal exposure to alcohol. The data were collected over a
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period of eight years, and housing conditions varied across different birth cohorts. Technological
modifications and improvements were also made to increase the accuracy of fluid-intake
measures. Two procedures were used: single-cage testing and social-cage testing.
Single-cage testing. A total of 29 subjects were removed from group housing, and each
was placed into a single cage with metal-mesh walls that allowed for visual and auditory contact.
They remained in the cages through the alcohol-drinking phase of the study. The side of the cage
on which the alcohol solution was placed was switched at the halfway point of the testing period.
At its end, they were reunited with those that had remained in group housing.
Social-cage testing. A total of subjects were group-housed in an indoor-outdoor cage
equipped with six clear Plexiglas™-enclosed apparatuses that subjects could enter from the bottom
in order to drink (see Flory, Chen, Woltz, Magleby, & Higley, 2006, for a detailed description of
the apparatus). Subjects were fitted with collars containing an identifiable sensor. In both testing
conditions, a computer detected and recorded the number of drinking bouts per drinking session
and the volume of solution dispensed to each subject during each drinking session.
Data Analysis
To investigate the relationship between early temperament and alcohol intake, means were
computed for each behavior on a monthly basis until subjects reached four years of age.
Behaviors recorded during the first month of infancy were excluded from analysis as subjects at
that age spent nearly all of their time in mutual ventral contact with their mother, as is typical for
the species and expected (Hansen, 1966). Consistent with other studies (see Higley et al, 1991),
weekly intraindividual drinking averages were positively correlated. For each subject, an overall
mean alcohol-consumption measure (gram/kilogram body weight) was calculated over the
duration of the study and compared with that of the monkeys who were not housed singly.
Consistent with other previous findings, monkeys that drank in single cages consumed more
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alcohol than those that drank it while in social groups (Higley, et al., 1991; Kraemer & McKinney,
1985), preliminary analyses showed that subjects drinking alone consumed more alcohol than
those in social groups (single-cage: 0.91 ± 0.95 g/kg per day, social groups: 0.32 ± 0.95 g/kg per
day). Thus, alcohol intake was standardized by caging condition for use in all analyses.
To assess the stability of cortisol concentrations, bivariate correlations were used to test the
relationship between plasma-cortisol levels measured at four months of age and those measured in
adolescence. Separate linear regressions were performed for each behavior and for each of the
cortisol measures, with mean alcohol consumption (g/kg) at four months as the dependent variable
and either the mean duration of each behavior or the mean plasma-cortisol level as the independent
variable. Outliers greater than two standard deviations above or below the mean were excluded
from the analyses. Because preliminary analyses showed no significant effects of sex or cohort on
the outcome variables of interest, they were excluded from further analyses. All analyses were
performed using SPSS, version 25.
Results
Subjects drank an average of 0.59 ± 1.03 g/kg alcohol per day across the testing period,
consuming approximately 60 percent of the alcohol solution in the first 15 minutes of each testing
session, as result that was consistent with Higley et al. (1991). Earlier researchers had shown that
drinking more than 1.4 g/kg of alcohol led to blood-alcohol levels in rhesus monkeys that were
above the average legal limit in the United States (0.08 percent; Higley et al., 1996). Seven of the
subjects (11 percent of the sample) drank, on average, to intoxication on a daily basis.
Infants that spent more time in mutual ventral contact with their mothers exhibited
significantly greater alcohol intake when it was measured later as adolescents ( =
.29, p = .03; Overall Model: R = .29, F(1,59) = 5.37, p = .03; see Figure 2.1). Infants that spent
more time in social contact with their peers exhibited significantly lower alcohol intake as
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adolescents ( = .27, p = .04; Overall Model: R = 0.27, F(1,57) = 4.47, p = .04; see Figure 2.2).
Moreover, infants that spent more time exploring their environment exhibited significantly lower
alcohol intake as adolescents ( = .28, p = .04; Overall Model: R = .28, F(1,55) = 4.39, p = .04;
see Figure 2.3).
The infant behaviors significantly that predicted adolescent alcohol intake were
significantly correlated with one another (r> .70, p< .0001). In an exploratory factor analysis of
the behaviors, the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy was .66, which exceeded
the commonly recommended value of .60, and the Bartlett test of sphericit was significant (
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(3) = 319.47, p < .0001)). I used principal axis factoring with no rotation to determine whether
there were underlying temperament dimensions. One factor emerged in which mutual ventral
contact, social contact with others, and environmental exploration accounted for 77% of the total
variance. All items had factor loadings over .70 (see Table 2.2 for the factor-loading matrix). As
this factor had a positive loading for mutual ventral contact but negative loadings for
environmental exploration and social contact with others, I referred to it as Anxiety. In a linear
regression with the Anxiety factor as the independent variable and standardized alcohol intake
(g/kg) as the dependent variable, I found that Anxiety was significantly related to alcohol intake
( = .27, p = .03; Overall Model: R = .27, F(1,64) = 4.79, p = .03; see Figure 2.4), that is,
subjects with higher infant Anxiety scores consumed significantly more alcohol as adolescents.
I also found that infant and adolescent cortisol levels were positively correlated (r = .27,
p = .04) and that there was a significant, positive linear relationship between infant cortisol
levels and alcohol intake in adolescence ( =.27, p = .04; Overall Model: R = .27, F(1,58) =
4.39, p = .04; see Figure 2.5).
Finally, I found that adolescents with higher levels of cortisol prior to drinking initiation
also exhibited significantly higher alcohol consumption ( = .36, p = .007; Overall Model: R =
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.36, F(1,53) = 7.82, p = .007; see Figure 2.6).
Discussion
My colleagues and I found support for our hypothesis that the temperament factor of
anxiety during infancy is a risk factor for alcohol consumption during adolescence. Infants that
spent more time clinging to their mother, avoiding interactions with their peers, and seldom
exploring their environment, and that had higher plasmacortisol levels in infancy consumed
significantly more alcohol as adolescents. Our results closely aligned with those reported by
previous researchers (Erickson, et al., 2005; Harlow & Zimmerman, 1959; Maestripieri et al.,
1991; Suomi, 1997; Suomi et al., 2011). We concluded that, because anxiety and plasma-cortisol
levels are stable over time and situation (Higley et al., 1992; Kagan, Reznick, & Gibbons, 1989;
Kalin et al., 1998), infant temperament is foundational for adolescent anxiety-mediated alcohol
intake.
Newborn rhesus monkeys spend almost all of their time clinging to their mothers in
mutual ventral contact during the first month following birth but that time declines the second
and third months (Hansen, 1966). They spend more time exploring their environment and
interacting with peers, behaviors widely considered as developmental milestones (Ruppenthal,
Harlow, Eisele, Harlow, & Suomi, 1974). The atypical pattern of early behaviors exhibited by
subjects that later consumed more alcohol in our study are characteristic of inhibited, anxious
children and of immature rhesus monkeys (for examples in human children, see Kagan et al.,
1989; for examples in rhesus monkeys, see Suomi et al., 2011). It is also the case that behavioral
inhibition early in life is a risk factor for anxiety disorders in adolescence and young adulthood
(Buzzell et al., 2017; Chronis-Tuscano, 2009; Copeland, Angold, Shanhan, & Costello, 2014;
Kagan & Snidman, 1999; Schwartz, Snidman, & Kagan, 1999). To the extent that our findings
generalize to humans, given the relation between time spent in environmental exploration, peer
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interaction, and time spent seeking mother as a secure base, as well as levels of cortisol both in
infancy and adolescence, it is likely that anxiety plays at least a partial a role in human motherinfant contact.
Although the finding that cortisol concentrations are associated with alcohol intake was
reported previously in humans (Ruttle et al., 2015) and in rhesus monkeys (Fahlke et al., 2000),
the current study is, to our knowledge, the first to show longitudinally that both infant and
adolescent cortisol concentrations are predictive of iadolescent alcohol consumption. While the
infant cortisol-adolescent alcohol relationship was modest, to the extent that these findings and
the findings of Fahlke et al (2000) generalize to humans, they suggest that anxiety-like
temperament coupled with high cortisol levels in infancy may be a foundational risk for high
adolescent alcohol intake.
Other interpretations of our findings are also possible. For example, some researchers have
suggested that reward seeking may lead to mother-infant contact seeking and alcohol
consumption, consistent with Cloninger et al's reward-mediated, type-2 alcoholism (1987). In
support of this interpretation, Barr and colleagues (2007) showed increased alcohol intake in male
rhesus monkeys that exhibited a µ-opioid receptor genetic variant (OPRM1 118G). In subsequent
research (Barr et al., 2008), they observed increased attachment-seeking behavior, including
mutual ventral contact, in subjects with a second µ-opioid gain-of-function receptor haplotype
(OPRM1 77G). Other studies show that the administration of opioid receptor agonists decreased,
whereas administration of antagonists increased, mother-infant contact (Kalin, Shelton, &
Barksdale, 1988).
Kalin and Shelton (1989) and Kalin, Shelton, and Turner (1991) suggested, however, that
opioid-mediated reward was unlikely to be the sole underlying factor in both mother-infant
contact and adolescent alcohol consumption. Different neurobiological systems are activated
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depending on the environment's proximal demands. For example, Kalin and colleagues
research showed that, not only did µ-opioid receptors mediate proximity seeking, but they also
mediated proximity calls (distress vocalizations) Notably, µ-opioid antagonists increased both
proximity seeking and distress vocalizations. In contrast, corticotropin-releasing-hormone
(CRH), which activate the hypothalamic-pituitary axis, increased central amygdala activation,
at the same time lowering environmental exploration, but increasing secure-base motivation
and freezing (Kalin & Shelton, 2000). Similarly, Barr et al. (2008) showed that a recently
evolved, genetically mediated CRH haplotype was associated with inhibition and anxiety, as
measured by low environmental exploration. Other researchers who studied the same genotypic
variation concluded that the µ-opioid system was less sensitive to mother-infant behaviors than
to an infant's separation from its mother, with infant-distress vocalizations playing a proximal
role in regaining and sustaining maternal contact (Higham et al., 2011). Thus, although reward
seeking may play a role in the infant motivation to seek contact with mother and the adolescent
motivation to consume alcohol, consistent with our interpretation that anxiety mediates both
maternal proximity-seeking, environmental exploration, social contact with peers, and alcohol
intake, cortisol levels in infancy and adolescence were also related to adolescent alcohol
consumption.
Other researchers have argued that high levels of stress-induced cortisol in infancy (Fahlke
et al., 2000) and self-directed, anxious behaviors during infancy (Higley et al., 1991) are early risk
factors for adolescent alcohol consumption. Although we did not measure behaviors related to
adolescent anxiety, given that anxiety and behavioral inhibition are stable across time and
situation (Kagan & Snidman, 1999), one interpretation of our findings is that infants that failed to
engage with the environment beyond their mother were more likely to consume alcohol to excess
later in life due to persisting anxiety, consistent with predictions based on Cloninger's type 1
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alcoholism (Cloninger et al., 1981).
As binge-drinking in adolescence is linked to the increased likelihood of developing an
AUD (Aarons et al., 1999; Hanson, Medina, Padula, Tapert, & Brown, 2011), it is noteworthy
that 11 percent of our adolescent subjects consumed alcohol to intoxication on a daily basis. This
finding is consistent with the results of earlier studies in humans and rhesus monkeys in which 10
percent-to-20 percent of rhesus-monkeys subjects drank to intoxication on a regular basis (Gerald
& Higley, 2002; Higley et al., 1991). In other studies, early parental absence increased anxiety
and resulted in higher rates of drinking to intoxication (Higley et al., 1996; Lorenz, Long,
Linnoila, Goldman, Suomi, & Higley, 2006). But the subjects in our study were reared by their
mothers in species-normative social conditions. That infants with high anxiety but that were
reared under normal conditions consumed alcohol to intoxication on a daily basis is a finding that
we interpret in light of the results reported by earlier researchers, who showed that, whether
induced or naturally occurring, anxiety is a risk factor for alcohol consumption in adolescence
(Adan et al., 2016; Gierski et al., 2017).
As mentioned earlier, in the the majority of published studies to date, the researchers
assessed late-childhood behaviors as the predictor of alcohol consumption by adolescents. To our
knowledge, in only one study did the researchers assess the association between early childhood
(age 5) behavior and later alcohol use (Dick et al., 2013), and and it was limited by the use of
retrospective report of alcohol use and may also have been confounded by the social-desirability
bias. Our study was the first study of which we are aware the relation between infant behavior and
later alcohol consumption and abuse was examined in a controlled, laboratory setting.
As is typical of most relationships between infancy and later ife, the correlations we
obtained were modest, suggesting that the relationship we observed between infant temperament
and adolescent alcohol consumption is contributive rather than decisive. Our results suggest that
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reducing adolescent alcohol abuse and binge drinking may benefit from research that is focused
on inhibition and anxiety in infancy as a component of a developmental pathway related to risk
for later alcohol consumption and abuse.
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ADOLESCENCE
STUDY 3: BEHAVIORAL PREDICTORS OF EXCESSIVE ALCOHOL INTAKE IN
ADOLESCENT RHESUS MONKEYS
Naimi and colleagues (2003) reported that teenagers were more likely to binge drink than
were adults, and men were nearly five times more likely to engage in binge drinking than women
were. In a later study, men were two times more likely to meet the criteria for alcohol dependence,
when compared to women (Hasin et al., 2007). Furthermore, worldwide, men have been reported
to be more likely to suffer from an alcohol-related death and to develop alcohol-related diseases,
as well as alcohol-related neuropsychiatric diseases, and are also more likely to sustain alcoholrelated injuries, when compared to women (Hasin et al., 2007; Rehm et al., 2009).
Adolescence is the period in life when individuals typically initiate alcohol use, which is a
major risk factor for the development of an alcohol use disorder AUD (NIAAA, 2016), especially
because the majority of teenagers who drink alcohol engage in binge drinking (SAMHSA, 2018).
An important research goal is to identify preventable risk factors for alcohol consumption in
adolescence. In the previous two chapters, I presented data that supported the claim that early-life
behavioral and biological indicators of anxiety are risk factors. In this chapter, I assess whether
the same indicators are measurable in adolescence and predict alcohol consumption in male
rhesus monkeys. I predicted that anxiety in adolescent male subjects would be positively
associated with their alcohol consumption, including binge drinking.
My colleagues and I utilized two measures of stress and anxiety: stress-induced plasmacortisol concentrations in infancy and adolescence and behavioral responses to the Human
Intruder Paradigm, a well-established, standardized experimental procedure developed by
Kalin and Shelton (1989) for use with rhesus monkeys and since used by a large number of
nonhuman primate researchers to induce stress and anxiety in subjects (for examples see:
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Bethea et al., 2004; Corcoran et al., 2012; Davidson, Kalin, & Shelton, 1993; Friedman, Reyes,
& Coe, 1996; Gottlieb & Capitanio, 2013; Kalin & Shelton, 2003; Kalin, Shelton, & Turner,
1991; Kalin, Shelton, Rickman & Davidson, 1998). It traditionally includes four conditions
(see Coleman & Pierre, 2011, for a detailed description of the history of the paradigm). The
first three conditions are designed to evoke ecologically-meaningful responses (loss, potential
predation, and social challenge) and the fourth serves as a recovery period.
As adolescence is typically the period when humans initiate alcohol use and in which
future risk for AUDs is most prominent (NIAAA, 2017), my colleagues and I investigated the
association between anxiety and alcohol consumption in an adolescent rhesus macaque sample.
We tested only male subjects, because they have previously exhibited a greater risk for binge
drinking (Hasin et al., 2007; Naimi et al., 2003; Pinkhasov et al., 2010). Our hypotheses were: (a)
stress-induced cortisol concentrations in infancy would be positively associated with stressinduced cortisol concentrations in adolescence; (b) stress-induced cortisol concentrations in
infancy and in adolescence would be positively correlated with alcohol consumption in
adolescence; and (c) responses to the Human Intruder Paradigm during infancy would be
positively correlated with the consumption of alcohol in adolescence.
Methods
Subjects
Subjects were 21 adolescent male rhesus monkeys (two-to-three years of age), selected
from a large research pool of well-characterized research monkeys. Subjects were born in 0.2hectare (30.5 m x 61 m) field cages at the California National Primate Research Center (CNPRC)
in Davis, CA. They were reared outdoors by their biological mothers in a social setting that
approximated the natural social composition. It was a social group of 100-150 rhesus monkeys
(Macaca mulatta) organized as matrilines with female kin and offspring and consisting of about
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10-15 adult males. Adolescent males were periodically removed, reflecting the natural rhesus
male migration pattern.
Two weeks prior to the beginning of testing, the subjects were temporarily relocated to
an indoor facility and were housed in single cages (60 x 65 x 79 cm, Lab Products Inc.,
Maywood, NJ) for the duration of the study. Aside from the hour immediately prior to alcoholconsumption trials, subjects had free access to water. Commercial monkey biscuits (Lab Diet
#5047, St. Louis, MO) were provided ad libitum twice per day. The morning portion was
provided five hours prior to testing, and the remaining biscuits were removed one hour before
testing. The enrichment diet and the evening-portion of monkey chow were provided after
exposure to alcohol on testing days. Enrichment included daily access to produce (e.g.,
zucchinis, cherries, and grapes) and other items (e.g. peanuts, seeds, and popcorn), as well as to
mechanical puzzles and other manipulatable objects. The health and behavior of each monkey
was monitored daily by members of the husbandry staff.
All subjects were cared for in compliance with protocols approved by the Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of California, Davis and that adhered to the
requirements of the Animal Welfare Act and United States Department of Agriculture regulations
(Animal Welfare Act, 1985), and the American Societ of Primatologists Principles for the
Ethical Treatment of Non-Human Primates.
When the subjects were three-to-four months of age, they were separated from their
mothers and their social group for a 25-hour biobehavioral assessment. As part of the assessment
battery, blood samples were obtained. The experimental conditions and procedures for the
biobehavioral assessment, including obtaining blood samples have been described previously
(Capitanio, Mendoza, Mason, & Maninger, 2005). Briefly, after separation, the infants were
temporarily placed in individual holding cages. Blood samples were collected via femoral
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venipuncture. Blood sample one (1 mL) was obtained at 1100, approximately two-hours after
mother-infant separation. Blood sample two (0.5 mL) was obtained at 1600, approximately seven
hours after separation. Blood samples were obtained using unheparinized syringes and were
immediately transferred to plastic EDTA tubes. Each blood sample was obtained in fewer than
five minutes following removal from the holding cage. Samples were centrifuged at 4°C at 1277 g
for 10 minutes. Plasma was pipetted into tubes and stored at -80°C until samples were assayed for
cortisol concentrations.
Samples were assayed using a commercial radioimmunoassay kit (Siemens Medical Solutions
Diagnostics, Los Angeles, CA). Assa sensitivit was 0.26069 g/dl, with intra- and inter-assay
coefficients of variability of 5.18 percent and 8.3%, respectively. (For a detailed description of the
assaying procedures, see Vandeleest et al., 2019). The cortisol concentrations from the two samples
were highly correlated (r = .828, p = .0001), and the mean cortisol concentrations were used in all
analyses.
Subjects were selected for the study based on their stress-induced plasma cortisol
concentrations. Six subjects with mean cortisol concentrations in the highest quartile of stressinduced cortisol concentrations and 15 subjects with mean cortisol concentrations in the lowest
quartile were selected. The rationale for selection was that cortisol level reflects stress and that
stratification would increase differences in anxiety between groups. The sample number was
based on previous studies conducted by Higley and colleagues (Higley et al., 1991, 1997; see also
Fahlke et al., 2000) in which they demonstrated that the sample size had sufficient statistical
power.
The Human Intruder Paradigm
Variance in anxiety was assessed using the 25-minute, standardized Human Intruder
Paradigm (HIP). It was developed by Kalin and colleagues (1989), who used ecologically
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meaningful stressors to elicit fear and anxiety behaviors in rhesus monkeys. Subjects were
temporarily relocated to a cage in a testing chamber where they were exposed to the HIP s four
testing conditions: Alone, Intruder Profile, Intruder Stare, and post-testing Recovery (see Table 3.1
for a description of each condition). After a 10-minute acclimation period, a female technician who
had not worked with the subjects previously, entered the chamber and approached the cage,
stopping at a distance of approximately 90 cm from it. The cage was positioned so that the subject
and the technician were at eye level. The technician first faced away from the subject, making no
eye contact, but showing her side profile for a period of five minutes. She then turned and elicited
direct eye contact, which is a form of threat in rhesus monkeys, for five minutes. The technician
then exited the room, and the subject was alone for approximately five minutes.
Researcher have reported that the HIP is ecologically valid, eliciting a variety of
behavioral responses indicative of anxiety and fear ranging from mild to severe. For example,
vocalizations and locomotion tend to increase during the Alone and Intruder Stare conditions, and
freezing increases during the Intruder Profile phase (Kalin et al., 1991; Kalin et al., 1998; Kalin &
Shelton, 1989, 2003. Looking at the intruder typically increases in the Intruder Profile phase
(Kalin & Shelton, 1989). During the Intruder Stare phase, subjects tend to exhibit increased rates
of lip smacking, teeth grinding, agitation, and hostility (Friedman et al., 1996; Kalin, et al., 1991),
and increased rates of yawning (Gottlieb & Capitanio, 2013).
Subjects responses during the administration of the HIP were video recorded for
behavioral coding using the Observer XT program, version 11.5 (Noldus, Wageningen, The
Netherlands). Trained technicians coded the videos using a previously established ethogram
designed to quantify responses to stressors and levels of anxiety (Higley & Suomi, 1989; see
Table 3.2 for a description of the behaviors). Coders scored the duration of 11 behaviors-moving, freezing, sleeping, stereotype, position in cage, looking at the intruder, looking away
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from the intruder, environmental exploration, self-directed behaviors, licking, and lip smacking.
Coders also scored the frequency of seven additional behaviors-- cageshaking, threats,
vocalizations, teeth grinding, yawning, crook-tail, and fear grimace. The interrater reliability of
the coders was r > 0.85.
Cortisol Sampling
Immediately following administration of the HIP, subjects were sedated with ketamine
(15 mg/kg, intramuscular,) and blood (7mLs) was obtained via femoral venipuncture using
unheparinized syringes. Samples were immediately transferred to plastic EDTA tubes. Samples
were centrifuged at 4°C at 1277 g for 10 minutes. Plasma was pipetted into tubes and stored at 80°C until samples were assayed for cortisol concentrations using the same procedures
described above. Samples were assayed using a quantitative competitive immunoassay (Siemens
Healthcare Diagnostics, Tarrytown, New York, USA). Assay sensitivity was 0.2 ug/dL. For a
description of the assaying procedure, see Vandeleest et al., 2019. Intra- and inter-assay
coefficients of variability were 2.4 percent and 5 percent, respectively.
Alcohol Consumption Paradigm
The alcohol-consumption paradigm was similar to that used extensively by other
researchers (see Fahlke et al., 2000, for a detailed description of the methodology). One week
after HIP testing, subjects were introduced to the automatic alcohol dispenser used in the
remainder of the study. Drinking spouts that were identical to those in the subjects home cages
were attached to their individual cages, and a computerized apparatus recorded their alcohol
consumption. Subjects were familiarized with the drinking apparatus by permitting ad libitum
consumption up to 200 mL of an aspartame-sweetened vehicle (colored green using food
coloring) via drinking spouts fastened to the side of the cage for one hour beginning at 1300
hours on three consecutive days. At the beginning of the session, a green light was illuminated
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above the drinking spout to signal the availability of the vehicle. After this three-day
introduction, ethanol was added to the aspartame solution to produce an 8.4 percent
alcohol/aspartame (v/v) solution. It was similar in concentration to that of commercially available
wine coolers. They are among the products that teenagers commonly use when they consume
alcohol for the first time (Siegel et al., 2011). This alcohol/aspartame solution was colored red
using food coloring. It was available for two hours (1300-1500 hours) using the same procedures
as before. At the beginning of the session, a red light was turned on above the drinking spout to
indicate the availability of the alcohol/aspartame solution. Subjects had free access to it for two
hours a day, five days a week, over a nine-week period. A funnel with a bowl captured spillage,
which was subtracted from the total consumption each day.
To assure that subjects were drinking the alcohol-aspartame solution for its
pharmacological properties and not for its gustatory value, immediately following the sixth week
of alcohol consumption, subjects were provided with simultaneous access to both the vehicle and
the 8.4 percent (v/v) alcohol/aspartame solution for a period of three weeks. Other than the
availability of both solutions and the different-colored lights that signaled access, the procedures
were identical to those described earlier. To initiate each daily sessions, a red light came on above
the drinking spout for the alcohol/aspartame solution and a green light above the adjacent drinking
spout for the aspartame vehicle.
To ensure subjects safet and that the dispensers did not leak, subjects were observed
from the corner of the testing chamber by a technician for the entirety of each two-hour testing
period. The technician also ensured that the subjects had continual access to the two solutions by
refilling the reservoirs when needed and that the equipment functioned properly. Prior to
beginning the study, all subjects were alcohol-naïve.
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Data Analysis
Fluid consumption was recorded as volume consumed (grams of solution per kg of
body weight). Alcohol intake was reported as grams of alcohol per kilogram of body weight
(g/kg). Daily alcohol consumption scores were aggregated per week. As weekly intake was
highly correlated (r >.50, p < .05), the analyses were conducted using the mean alcohol
consumption for each subject, a methodology that reduced variance and increased the
statistical power sufficiently to detect significant relationships between variables (Rushton,
Brainerd, & Pressley, 1983).
Pearson correlations were performed to assess whether there was a significant
relationship between plasma-cortisol concentrations in infancy and adolescence and to assess
whether there was a significant relationship between infant and adolescent cortisol
concentrations and adolescent alcohol consumption.
Subjects behaviors across all conditions of the HIP were summed and submitted to
exploratory factor analysis (EFA). Principal-axis factoring was used, with no rotation, to assess for
an underlying construct. Any variables that failed to correlate (r = .30) with at least one other
variable were deleted from the EFA (Child, 2006; Williams, Onsman, & Brown, 2010).
Application of the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy yielded a value of 0.70,
indicating that data were suitable for factor anal sis (Kaiser, 1970). Further, Bartlett s test of
sphericit was significant ( 2 [10] = 26.27, p = .003).
The factor score for each subject was saved and correlations were conducted to assess
the relationship between the factor score, adolescent cortisol levels, and adolescent alcohol
consumption. All analyses were conducted using SPSS, version 26.
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Results
Alcohol Consumption
The mean individual alcohol during the six-week test was 0.88 ± 0.16 g/kg, with four
subjects consuming alcohol in excess of 1.4 g/kg, an amount that other researchers have shown
to result in a blood-alcohol content (BAC) in excess of 0.10 percent (Higley et al., 1991; Vivian
et al., 1999).
As in previous studies in which researchers used a similar procedure, subjects exhibited a
binge-like, rapid intake, with about two-thirds of the available alcohol consumed in the first 15
min (for example, see Higley et al., 1991). On the last day of the study, a blood sample was
obtained to measure BAC. There was a significant, positive correlation between the amount of
alcohol consumed and BAC (r = .93, p = .001), with a mean BAC of 39 ± 12.48 mg/dL.
Infant and Adolescent Plasma Cortisol Concentrations and Alcohol Consumption
There was a significant, positive correlation between the mean stress-induced plasma
cortisol concentrations in infancy and that in adolescence (r = .62, p = .011), and both were
positively correlated with adolescent alcohol intake (infant cortisol: r = .50, p = .040, see Figure
3.1; adolescent cortisol: r = .58, p = .029; see Figure 3.2).
The EFA resulted in one factor composed of five behaviors. Duration of freezing,
duration of time spent in the back of cage, duration of time spent looking at the intruder, and
frequency of teeth grinding and threats accounted for 52 percent of the total variance. All items
had factor loadings over .52 (see Table 3.3 for the factor loading matrix). As the factor loadings
were positive for each of these behaviors and, as each of these behaviors were used in previous
studies to reflect stress and fear, we referred to this factor as Anxiety.
There were significant, positive correlations between Anxiety and stress- induced blood
cortisol (r = .59, p = .019) and alcohol consumption (r = .61, p = .017; see Figure 3.3).
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Discussion
Researchers have previously linked anxiety and anxiety-related disorders in humans to
alcohol consumption (Birrell et al. 2015; Chavarria et al. 2015; Kessler et al. 1997; Pardee et al.
2014; Schuckit, 1998). In the present study, my colleagues and I assessed the relationship
between anxiety, plasma cortisol, and alcohol consumption in adolescent male rhesus monkeys.
The results provided support for the three hypotheses stated earlier.
Subjects with higher concentrations of stress-induced cortisol in adolescence consumed
more alcohol during the alcohol-testing procedure. Furthermore, Anxiety factor scores derived
from the HIP were positively correlated with adolescent alcohol consumption. Taken together, we
concluded that adolescent anxiety is a reliable predictor of alcohol consumption in adolescence.
Stress-induced cortisol levels in infancy were positively correlated with with similarly induced
cortisol levels in adolescence, and both were positively correlated with alcohol consumption in
adolescence. These results also support the possible status of cortisol as a marker for anxiety,
which may be considered a risk factor for adolescent alcohol consumption and the subsequent
development of AUDs in humans (NIAAA, 2016).
The Anxiety factor in the current study was consistent with earlier reports of increases in
locomotion (Kalin et al., 1991; Kalin et al., 1998; Kalin & Shelton, 1989, 2003), time spent
looking at the intruder (Kalin & Shelton, 1989), teeth grinding (Gottlieb & Capitanio, 2013),
hostile behaviors (Friedman et al., 1996; Gottlieb & Capitanio, 2013; Kalin et al., 1991), and
freezing (Kalin et al., 1998).
Plasma cortisol levels, particularly when they are stress-induced, have been traditionally
used as a biological measure of stress and anxiety (Kagan et al., 1988; Wood et al., 2019b). We
found that stress-induced cortisol in infancy predicted stress-induced cortisol in adolescence and,
more importantly alcohol consumption in adolescence. To our knowledge, our study is the first
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to replicate the results first reported by Fahlke et al. (2000). An additional, important finding in
the present study was that stress-induced cortisol concentrations were correlated with the
Anxiety-factor scores, which suggested that these two measures may represent risk factors for
adolescent alcohol consumption.
Our results have important ramifications for the etiology of adolescent alcohol
consumption, especially as binge drinking. Because binge drinking is more likely to produce BAC
that is neurotoxic, identifying individuals at risk for binging may be an important step in
prevention and treatment. For example, researchers have argued that adolescent alcohol
consumption, especially binge-drinking, has long-term implications for brain development when
exposure to potentially neurotoxic levels of ethanol occurs during a period of rapid cortical
myelination and synaptic formation (Ehlers & Criado, 2010). In one study, De Bellis and
colleagues (2005) showed that, compared to controls, individuals with adolescent-onset AUDs
had smaller prefrontal cortices and lower prefrontal cortex white-matter volume, likely resulting
in reduced executive functioning and decision-making and potentially contributing to greater risk
taking.
Behaviorally, the consequences of repeated binge-drinking in adolescence and its
consequential high brain alcohol levels results in deficits in memory retention, executivefunctioning, and altered cognitive performance on learning tasks (poorer verbal and nonverbal
learning) (Brown, Tapert, Granholm, & Delis, 2000). Notably, the immaturity of the frontal
cortices (areas implicated in executive functioning, self-regulation, and the evaluation of risk) in
adolescence is thought to be a contributing factor in teenage impulsivity and risky behavior such
as alcohol consumption and binge-drinking (Bava & Tapert, 2010; Witt, 2010), leading to a
vicious cycle of impulsive binging, brain modifications, and increased impulsivity and binging.
While the present study used study used an adolescent nonhuman primate population, to
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the extent that these results generalize to human adolescents, they suggest that high anxiety in
adolescence may be a risk factor for binge-drinking and that this should be a target for
intervention and prevention programs.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION
Although alcohol use among adolescents is a persistent and troublesome problem in the
United States (NIAAA, 2017),), it is often difficult to assess early risk factors of alcohol
consumption among teens due to ethical and practical concerns. For example, researchers often
rely on self-reported alcohol use (Schuckit, 1998). To circumvent these practical issues, in the
studies reported here, I used a nonhuman primate model to investigate anxiety as a risk factor
for adolescent alcohol use, including binge drinking, in rhesus monkeys.
Teenagers who engage in risking drinking behaviors that predict adult AUDs are likely to
have experimented with alcohol as a teenager (NIAAA, 2015; Grant & Dawson, 1997), with
teenaged drinkers likely to binge when they drink (SAMHSA, 2016) and more likely to engage
in high risk behaviors (Arnett, 1990; Kann et al., 2014; Jackson et al., 2002; Kivimäki et al.,
2014; Luster & Small, 1994; Miller et al,, 2007; Howard & Wang, 2004; Nkansah-Amankra, et
al., 2011; White & Halliwell, 2010), when compared to their non-bingeing counterparts. Thus, it
is import to determine what contributes to risky drinking behaviors in adolescence, with a goal of
preventing early alcohol intake, especially for those individuals at-risk for developing an AUD.
Researchers who have assessed individual differences in the development of AUDs have
focused on two major differences in alcohol consumption patterns. Here, my colleagues and I
focused on type-1 alcoholism or anxiety-mediated alcoholism (Cloninger, 1987). Individuals
diagnosis are viewed as motivated the reduction of an iet via alcohol s an iol tic properties
(Spanagel et al., 1995; Turner et al., 2018). Specifically, we investigated whether alcoholconsumption patterns in adolescence could be predicted from early-life temperament traits
related to anxiety.
Overall, our results suggest that that anxiety in infancy and in adolescence, measured via
multiple methods, including standardized testing, behavioral observations, and plasma cortisol
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concentrations, were predictors of predicted adolescent alcohol consumption in a nonhuman
primate model. There was a modest relationship between infant anxiety and adolescent alcohol
consumption. The relationship in adolescence was stronger.
Future Directions
As previous studies have suggested that anxiety is associated with AUDs in adulthood,
this set of studies assessed whether early life and concurrent indications of an anxiety-like
temperament are linked to alcohol consumption in adolescence. We found that objective
measures related to anxiety in rhesus monkeys at different time points across the lifespan are
predictive of alcohol intake in adolescence. Future researchers should examine the relationship
between anxiety levels in the neonatal, infant, and adolescent periods of human development
when studying risk factors for the development of AUDs. Doing so may result in more precise
estimation of an individual s susceptibilit to e cessive alcohol consumption during
adolescence, thereby providing insight into more effective prevention and treatment.
Future studies should assess anxiety-related variables along with other variables that are
known to increase the risk for alcohol intake. For example, studies show that the risk for future
alcohol dependency increases for adolescents with first-degree relatives that have an AUDs
(Schuckit, 1982), with the trend holding even when a child from an alcoholic family is adopted
to a non-alcoholic family (Goodwin, Schulsinger, Hermansen, Guze, & Winokur, 1973).
Furthermore, children with a family history of alcoholism are likely to be more impulsive than
controls, showing blunted activation of impulse-control-specific areas of the brain, even when
they are alcohol-naïve themselves (Hardee, et al. 2014). Such studies suggest that anxiety is
unlikely the only factor that mediates alcohol intake and that these other factors should be
investigated. For example, there is clearly a potential for teems with impaired impulse control to
binge-drink, suggesting that genetic factors may play a role in binge drinking and risky drinking
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behaviors and that some of those genetic factors may produce their effect on alcohol intake by
means other than anxiety.
Impaired central nervous system serotonin functioning and the high-risk allele of the
serotonin transporter genotype are also implicated in anxiety, impulsivity, and alcohol
consumption (Higley & Linnoila, 1997). Future studies should include measurements of the
serotonin system and the serotonin transporter genotype to further disentangle the etiology of
anxiety and adolescent alcohol consumption, as well as to differentiate which treatment methods
will be most effective, a major focus of current treatment efficacy research (NIAAA, 2017)
Two of the studies reported here (Study 1 and Study 2) were conducted using archival
data. Over the past 30 years, handling procedures as well as sample-collection procedures for
laboratory-housed nonhuman primates have been refined. It would also be of interest, ethically
and methodologically, to replicate the studies for that reason.
Conclusions
The findings of this set of studies suggests that early-life behavioral capacities, rearing,
and cortisol concentrations may be predictive of alcohol consumption later in life. To the extent
that these results generalize to humans, they suggest that anxiety-related behaviors and biological
measures related to anxiety may be foundational for the development of traits that lead to
increased alcohol consumption in adolescence. They further suggest that, in humans, individual
risk for developing an AUD may be identified early in life using an assessment of temperament
and neurobehavioral capacities, such as the NBAS (Brazelton, 1973) or through observations of
early-life naturally-occurring behavior. They also suggest that standardized testing of concurrent
anxiety and alcohol intake in teenagers may be a useful predictor of adolescent alcohol intake.
The results of these studies are an important step in understanding the biological origins of
AUDs and may ultimately be utilized in developing preventative and intervention-related
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APPENDIX 1: TABLES
Table 1.1 IBAS Item Definitions
Orientation cluster
Visual orientation
Eyes oriented toward toy (plastic Mickey Mouse face) held
in four positions in the infant's periphery (0: no orientation;
1: direct, brief orientation; 2: direct, prolonged contact)
Visual following
Eyes follow moving toy (same as above) in horizontal and
vertical directions (0: orientation but not following; 1:
starts to follow; 2: complete following)
Duration of looking
Examiner rating of length of looking at orienting items (0: no
looking; 1: brief looking; 2: 1-2 second looks)
Attention
Examiner rating of attention to orienting items (0: lack of
attention to all items; 1: attention 25% of the time; 2:
attention 75% of the time)
State Control cluster
Irritability
Amount of distress noted during the entire examination (0:
distress noted continuously; 1: distress apparent during
50% of the examination; 2: distress not apparent during
the examination)
Consolability
Ease of consoling infant following distress (0: impossible to
sooth or console infant; 1: infant is consoled with difficulty
using holding, swaddling, rocking, and/or stroking; 2: infant
is easy to console simply by picking it up)
Predominant state
State of infant during examination (0: alert, awake, and
aware; 1: alert but somewhat agitated; 2: extremely
agitated)
Struggle
Amount of squirming during examination (0: squirming 25% of
the time; 1: squirming 50% of the time; 2: continuous
squirming)
Motor Maturity cluster
Head posture prone
Holds head up when held in prone position in the air
(0: flaccid tone with head hanging down; 1: head lifted but
not maintained for three seconds; 2: head lifted and
sustained for at least three seconds)
Head posture supine
Holds head up when held in supine position in the air
(0: flaccid tone with head hanging down; 1: head lifted but
not maintained for three seconds; 2: head lifted and
sustained for at least three seconds)
Labyrinthian righting
Realignment of head when body is tilted 45 degrees sideways
(0: head and body in same plane; 1: head partially right; 2:
head lines up with the vertical plane)
Response speed
Examiner s rating of speed of responding (0: 25 % of responses
are rapid; 1: 75% of responses are rapid; 2: all responses are
rapid)
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Table 1.1 IBAS Item Definitions Continued
Activity cluster
Passive
Duration of time spent inactive (0: none, 1; inactive 50% of
the time; 2: inactive 75% of the time or more)
Coordination
Quality of movement (0: clumsy movements; 1:
adequate movements; 2: agile movements)
Motor activity
Observation of motor activity during the examination (0:
infant in motion 25% of the time; 1: infant in motion 50% of
the time; 2: continuous motion)
Spontaneous locomotion
Quality of locomotion (0: none; 1: weak attempts; 2:
coordinated crawling)
Note: Adapted from Schneider et al., 1991.
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Table 2.1 Mother-infant Ethogram with Behavioral Definitions
Behavior
Definition
Approach by infant
Infant initiates social contact with mother when already out of social
contact with mother.
Approach by mother

Mother initiates social contact with infant when already out of social
contact with infant.

Environmental exploration

Any active manual, oral, or pedal examination, exploration, or
manipulation of the physical environment or the attempt to do the
same. Includes manipulating or playing with chow while eating or
drinking.

Give/receive aggression

Infant gives/receives non-contact aggression, such as aggressive chases
and threats, or infant gives/receives contact aggression, such
as bites, slaps, and aggression that results in actual physical
contact.

Give/receive groom

Infant is engaged in moving fingers or mouth on or over the skin of a
conspecific, or infant is the recipient of grooming from a conspecific.

Leave by infant

Infant leaves social contact with mother of own volition. Leave

by mother

Mother leaves social contact with infant of own volition.

Mutual ventral contact

Infant is belly-to-bell i h m he
one arm around mother.

Passivity

Infant exhibits an absence of directed movement, social behaviors,
and environmental manipulation.

Self-directed

Infant grooms own body, scratches or bites self, engages in firm
manual or pedal gripping of self, or sucks at any bodily appendage
or own fur.

Social contact other

Infan i
and l c m e
lie
conspecific that is not the mother.

i hin a m

each f a

Social contact mother

Infan i
mother.

i hin a m

each f the

and l c m e

Vocalizations

lie

n m he

ni

le

has

Infant emits any vocal sounds, including coos, barks, screeches,
squeals, etc.
Note: All behaviors are scored as duration in seconds, with the exception of vocalizations, which is recorded as
frequency. The infant is the focal subject.
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Table 2.2 Anxiety Factor Loading Matrix
Item
Factor Score
Mutual ventral contact
-.994
Environmental exploration
.763
Social contact
.700
Note. This factor accounted for 77% of the total variance.
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Table 3.1 Human Intruder Paradigm Condition Description
Condition
Description
Alone
Subject was left alone in the testing room. (10 minutes)
Intruder Profile

A technician entered the testing room and presented her side
profile while standing motionless at a distance of about
90 cm in front of the subject s cage. The technician did
not make eye-contact with the subject. (5 minutes)

Intruder Stare

The technician turned and faced the subject, eliciting direct
eye contact. (5 minutes)

Recovery

The technician left the testing room, and the subject
was alone. (5 minutes)
Note: The subject was video recorded for the duration of the HIP administration.
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Table 3.2 Human Intruder Paradigm Ethogram
Behavior
Definition
Moving
Subject is engaging in full-body movement.
Freezing

Subject is not engaging in any movement.

Sleeping

S bjec

Stereotype

Repetitive, abnormal behavior with whole-body movement, such as
rocking, swaying, bouncing, bucking, or back-flipping.

Position in cage

Scored as front or back depending on where the majority of the
body is in the cage

Looking at the intruder

Scored when the subject was looking at the intruder

Looking away

Scored when the subject was looking away from the intruder

e e a e closed.

bjec

Environmental exploration Discrete manipulation, by hand or mouth, of the physical environment
Self-directed behaviors

All behaviors that involved self-manipulation, including scratching, selfclasping, self-biting, or self-grooming

Licking

Scored when the subject licks the cage or is seemingly licking the air

Lip-smacking

Rapid lip movement, usually with pursed lips, accompanied by a smacking
sound
Scored when the subject is holding onto the cage and shaking it

Cage-shaking*
Threats*

Scored when one of the following was observed: open-mouth stare, head
bob, bob from side-to-side, ear flaps, or bark vocalizations

Vocalizations*

Scored when the subject made any vocalizations

Teeth-grinding*

Scored when the subject engaged in loud teeth

gnashing
Yawn*

Scored when the subject yawns, displaying their teeth with a wide-open

mouth Crook-tail*

Scored when the

bjec

ail as at a 45-degree angle or greater

Fear grimace*
Scored when the subject displayed an exaggerated grin showing teeth
Note: All behaviors were coded as durations, except where indicated by an asterisk. Behaviors
marked with an asterisk were coded as frequencies.
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Table 3.3 HIP Anxiety Factor Loading Matrix
Item
Factor Score
Time looking at intruder
.895
Frequency of threats
.640
Time spent in back of cage
.554
Time freezing
.549
Frequency of teeth grinding
.521
Note: This factor accounted for 52% of the total variance.
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APPENDIX 2: FIGURES
Figure 1.1

Figure 1.1 Graphical depiction of significant relationship ( = .35; p = .01) between the
orientation cluster score at day-14 of life and adolescent alcohol intake. Female subjects are
depicted in black; male subjects are depicted in white. MR subjects are depicted by circles; NR
subjects are depicted by triangles.
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Figure 1.2

Figure 1.2 Graphical depiction of significant relationship ( = .19; p = .04) between the state
control cluster score at day-14 of life and adolescent alcohol intake. Female subjects are depicted
in black; male subjects are depicted in white. MR subjects are depicted by circles; NR subjects
are depicted by triangles.
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Figure 1.3

Figure 1.3 Graphical depiction of significant relationship ( = -.24; p = .01) between the motor
maturity cluster score at day-14 of life and adolescent alcohol intake. Female subjects are
depicted in black; male subjects are depicted in white. MR subjects are depicted by circles; NR
subjects are depicted by triangles.
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Figure 2.1

Figure 2.1 Results from a linear regression indicated that time in mutual ventral contact with
mother as an infant significantl positivel predicted alcohol intake in adolescence ( = .29, p =
.03).
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Figure 2.2

Figure 2.2 Results from a linear regression indicated that time spent in social contact with others
as an infant significantl negativel predicted alcohol intake in adolescence ( = .27, p = .04).
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Figure 2.3

Figure 2.3 Results from a linear regression indicated that time spent exploring the environment
as an infant significantl negativel predicted alcohol intake in adolescence ( = .28, p = .04).
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Figure 2.4

Figure 2.4 Results from a linear regression indicated that higher scores on the Anxiety factor
significantl positivel predicted alcohol intake in adolescence ( = .27, p = .03).
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Figure 2.5

Figure 2.5 Results from a linear regression indicated that levels of plasma cortisol in infancy
(month 4) significantl positivel predicted alcohol intake in adolescence ( = .27, p = .04).
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Figure 2.6

Figure 2.6 Results from a linear regression indicated that levels of cortisol in adolescence
significantl positivel predicted alcohol intake in adolescence ( = .36, p = .007).
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Figure 3.1

Plasma Cortisol Concentrations (µg/dL)

Relationship Between Infant Cortisol & Adolescent
Alcohol Intake
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Figure 3.1 Correlation between stress-induced infant cortisol concentrations and adolescent
alcohol intake (r = .50, p = .040).
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Figure 3.2

Plasma Cortisol Concentrations (µg/dL)

Relationship Between Adolescent Cortisol &
Alcohol Intake
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Figure 3.2 Correlation between stress-induced adolescent cortisol concentrations and adolescent
alcohol intake (r = .58, p = .029).
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Figure 3.3

Anxiety Factor Scores

Relationship Between Anxiety Factor & Adolescent
Alcohol Intake
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Figure 3.3 Correlation between the Anxiety factor and adolescent alcohol intake (r = .61, p =
.017).
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Identifying predictors of teenage alcohol use disorder (AUDs) is a major health
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initiative, with studies suggesting that there are distinct personality related traits
that underlie patterns of alcohol intake. As temperament is biologically based,
identifiable early in life, and stable across time, it is considered the foundation of
personality. As such, we hypothesized that neonatal temperament traits would
predict anxiety mediated adolescent alcohol consumption. To test this, N = 145
rhesus macaque (Macaca mulatta) infants (14 days of age), reared in a neonatal
nursery (n = 82) or in a control condition with their mothers (n = 63) were assessed
with a widely used standardized nonhuman primate testing battery, the Infant
Behavioral Assessment Scale (IBAS), modeled after the Brazelton Neonatal
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housed alone (n = 70) or socially in their home cage (n = 55). Linear regressions

more recently, sensory sensitivity. As adolescents (3–4 years of age), these same
subjects were allowed unfettered access to a sweetened alcohol solution for 1 hr/day,
4 days/week, over 5–7 weeks. Subjects were allowed to self administer alcohol while
showed that alcohol intake was predicted by neonatal orienting ability ( = .35;
p = .01), state control ( = .19; p = .04), and motor maturity ( = .24; p = .01). Poor
neonatal orienting, state control (ease of consolability), and motor maturity were
associated with higher adolescent alcohol intake in rhesus monkeys. These findings
suggest that neonatal temperament is predictive of patterns of adolescent alcohol
intake. To the extent that these results generalize to humans, they provide evidence
that early life temperament and neurodevelopment may be important risk factors for
adolescent AUDs and that the IBAS may be used as an assessment tool for identifying
such risk.
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(Kay, Marsiske, Suomi, & Higley, 2010; Weinstein & Capitanio, 2008;
Wood, Higley, Marsiske, Suomi, & Kay, under review) similarities to

Most of the research on identifying risk factors for alcohol use

humans. Their rate of development is approximately 3–4 times faster

disorders (AUDs) has focused on understanding the underlying

than humans (Roth et al., 2004), progressing through comparable

differences in individuals who tend to misuse alcohol. These

developmental periods and allowing for the assessment of longitudinal

differences are thought to lead to different types of AUDs. One of

outcomes in a relatively short period of time. Furthermore, the rearing

these, type 1 alcoholism, sometimes termed anxiety mediated

and environmental conditions during development can be closely

alcoholism (Cloninger, 1987), is associated with internalizing beha-

controlled. Importantly, rhesus monkeys show similarities in patterns

vioral traits, and is thought to be related to attempts to reduce

of alcohol consumption that parallel those observed in humans, with

anxiety by consuming alcohol for its anxiolytic properties (Goldberg,

about 10–20% of normally reared subjects routinely drinking to

1984; Spanagel et al., 1995; Turner, Mota, Bolton, & Sareen, 2018).

excess (Barr, Schwandt, Newman, & Higley, 2004; Higley & Linnoila,

As certain aspects of internalizing behaviors may reflect tempera-

2002; Higley, Hasert, Suomi, & Linnoila, 1991).

ment traits, we investigate whether alcohol intake is predicted from

Early work from our laboratory (Fahlke et al., 2000; Higley &

early life temperament traits that are related to anxiety before the

Linnoila, 2002; Higley et al., 1991) demonstrated that stress induced

initiation of alcohol consumption.

plasma cortisol levels in rhesus monkey infants strongly predicted their

Temperament is defined as a group of biologically based behavioral

alcohol consumption in adolescence. The present study seeks to extend

and personality traits that are identifiable early in life and are stable

these findings by assessing neonatal temperament and observing

across time and situation (Chess & Thomas, 1977; Gartstein & Rothbart,

adolescent alcohol consumption patterns 4 years later. We utilize the

2003). Anxiety is one such temperament trait, identifiable early in life

Infant Behavioral Assessment Scale (IBAS), a standardized primate

(Mian, Carter, Pine, Wakschlag, & Briggs Gowan, 2015), and stable across

neurodevelopmental battery specifically designed to test nonhuman

development (Caspi, Moffitt, Newman, & Silva, 1996; Lovibond, 1998;

primate infants (Schneider & Suomi, 1992b). The instrument is an

Schwartz, Wright, Shin, Kagan, & Rauch, 2003). In line with Cloninger’s

adaptation of the Neonatal Behavioral Assessment Scale (Brazelton,

(1987) type 1 alcoholism, the comorbidity of AUDs and anxiety and

1973) and is sensitive to a variety of intrinsic and environmental factors

anxiety disorders is well established in adults (Burns & Teesson, 2002;

in primate neonates (Champoux et al., 2002; Champoux, Schneider, &

Chavarria et al., 2015; Gierski et al., 2017; Grant et al., 2004) and in

Suomi, 1994; Schneider & Suomi, 1992b; Schneider, Coe, & Lubach,

adolescents (Blumenthal, Ham, Cloutier, Bacon, & Douglas, 2016;

1992; Schneider, Moore, Suomi, & Champoux, 1991). The IBAS includes

Blumenthal, Leen Feldner, Frala, Badour, & Ham, 2010). However, while

items measuring the orientation, state control, motor maturity, and

it is recognized that temperament traits are stable and that antecedents

activity. The IBAS also includes rhesus infant temperament ratings

of personality characteristics can be ascertained from infant and toddler

which studies show congruence with the four human temperament

temperament, and while adolescents can be diagnosed with AUDs

clusters (See Table 1 for a description of these clusters) (Kay et al.,

(National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, 2017), longitudinal

2010; Wood et al., under review). Moreover, it includes variables

data on early temperament styles as foundational aspects of adolescent

related to behavioral inhibition and anxiety, and it is ideally suited to

alcohol use patterns are lacking.

measure the foundations of type 1 like alcohol intake. To measure

One difficulty in conducting longitudinal studies assessing early life

adolescent alcohol intake, we use a well validated paradigm which

anxiety and later alcohol use in humans is the long term time

allows subjects to freely consume alcohol for 1 hr/day, 4 days/week, for

commitment, as well as the numerous extraneous variables that can

a consecutive period of 5–7 weeks (see Higley & Linnoila, 2002, for a

intervene across test periods. While some longitudinal studies in

detailed description of the methodology). We hypothesize that lower

humans suggest that there is a relationship between early behavior,

scores on the IBAS will predict higher than average alcohol consumption

temperament, and alcohol use (Birrell, Newton, Teesson, Tonks, & Slade,

in adolescence, specifically that those IBAS scores related to an anxious

2015; Blumenthal et al., 2010, 2016; Woodward & Fergusson, 2001),

like temperament and impaired neurodevelopment will together

these studies typically utilize self reported alcohol use, a methodological

increase the risk for higher alcohol intake later in life.

choice that tends to be limited by recall, which can result in significant
under reporting (Bailey, Flewelling, & Rachal, 1992; Bertol et al., 2017;
Ismail & Seneviratne, 2010; Popham & Schmidt, 1981; Smith, McCarthy,

2 | ME T H OD S

& Goldman, 1995), as well as the social desirability bias (Davis, Thake, &
Vilhena, 2010), a particularly salient limitation when participants are

Subjects were N=145 laboratory born rhesus macaques (M. mulatta—

teenagers self reporting alcohol use. An additional difficulty in studying

81 males and 64 females), housed at the Laboratory of Comparative

infant predictors of adolescent AUDs is that it is unethical to administer

Ethology, National Institute of Child Health and Human Development

alcohol to teenagers, leading researchers to rely on retrospective data

colony as part of an ongoing, longitudinal study investigating genetic

and/or on self reported alcohol use.

and environmental influences on neurobiology and behavior as they

Because of these difficulties, nonhuman primate models are useful

relate to alcohol consumption. Seven birth cohorts born between

for the study of alcohol abuse. Rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta)

1991 and 1997 were included in this study. All procedures were

possess many genetic (Gibbs et al., 2007) and temperament related

conducted in compliance with the Institutional Animal Care and
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TAB L E 1 Rhesus Monkey Neonatal Assessment Item Definitions
Orientation cluster
1: direct brief contact, 2: direct prolonged contact)

Visual following
1: starts to follow, 2: complete following)
Examiner rating of length of looks on previous items (0: no looking, 1: brief looks, 2: 1–2 s looks)
Attention

Examiner rating of attention on previous items (0: lack of attention on all items, 1: attention 25% of the time,
2: attentive 75% of the time)

State control cluster
Irritability

Amount of distress noted during the entire examination (0: distress noted continuously, 1: distress apparent 50% of the
examination, 2: distress not apparent during the examination)

Consolability

Ease of consoling infant following distress (0: impossible to soothe or console infant, 1: infant is consoled with difficulty
using holding, swaddling, rocking, and/or stroking, 2: infant is easy to console simply by picking up)

Struggle during testing

Amount of squirming (0: squirming 25% of the time, 1: squirming 50% of the time, 2: continuous squirming)

Predominant state

State of infant during examination (0: alert, awake, and aware, 1: alert but somewhat agitated, 2: extremely agitated)

Motor maturity cluster
Head posture prone
maintained for three seconds, 2: head lifted and sustained for at least three seconds)
Assessed exactly as above, but infant held in supine position
Coordination

Quality of movement rated (0: clumsy movements, 1: adequate movements, 2: agile movements)

Response speed
are rapid)
2: head lines up with the vertical plane)
Activity cluster
Motor activity

Observation of motor activity during the examination (0: infant in motion 25% of the time, 1: infant in motion 50% of
the time, 2: continuous motion)

Coordination

Quality of movement rated (1: clumsy movements, 1: adequate movements, 2: agile movements)

Spontaneous locomotion

Quality of locomotion rated (0: none, 1: weak attempt, 2: coordinated crawling)

Passive

Duration of time spent inactive (0: none, 1: inactive 50% of the time, 2: inactive 75 or more of the time)

Note: Adapted from Schneider et al. (1991).

Use Committee of the National Institutes of Health and with the

reacheed 6–7 months of age, the MR animals were permanently

American Society of Primatology’s Principles for the Ethical Treat-

removed from their mothers and housed in large indoor pens with the

ment of Nonhuman Primates.

NR animals from the same birth cohort to form a larger social group.

Rearing and housing conditions are described in detail elsewhere

Following group formation, all animals received identical treatment.

see (Shannon, Champoux, & Suomi, 1998). Briefly, mother reared (MR)

Before 30 days of age, the peer reared and surrogate peer were treated

animals (n = 63) were housed in indoor outdoor pens in social groups

identically, and there were no differences between the surrogate peer

consisting of six to eight adult females, two adult males, and six to eight

and peer reared subjects in mean alcohol intake. Therefore, the two

age mates. Nursery reared (NR) animals (n = 82) were separated from

groups were combined for subsequent analyses, hereafter, NR.

their mothers 1 3 days following birth and reared in a neonatal nursery
according to procedures described elsewhere (see Ruppenthal, 1979).
While in the nursery, subjects were provided a fleece covered, heated,

2.1 | Infant Behavioral Assessment Scale

spring loaded, surrogate mother and a cloth blanket. They were

Infants were assessed using the IBAS on D 14 of life (Schneider &

weighed and handled daily.

Suomi, 1992b). Raters were trained to an interrater reliability criterion

At 37 days of age, NR infants were assigned to either a peer only

of 0.90 before collecting data. All testing was performed in a

rearing (PR) condition or to a surrogate peer rearing condition (SPR). PR

predetermined sequence between 11:00 and 13:00. The test consists

subjects were placed into a permanent social group consisting of three

of four clusters (orientation, state control, motor maturity, and

other age mates from the same birth cohort. SPR subjects were allowed

activity), each consisting of between four and five items (see Table

3–4 hr a day of social interaction with other age mates and then returned

1). These clusters emerged from an exploratory factor analysis with

to their home cage with their surrogate mothers. When subjects

extracted factor loadings ranging between 0.33 and 0.90 for the items
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within each cluster, with an average absolute factor loading of 0.73

hung on the sides of each single cage, and bottles were marked to

(Schneider, Moore et al., 1991). To perform the IBAS testing, the infant

measure the amount consumed every 15 min. The total volume of

was wrapped in a cloth, leaving the arms free to move while

consumed sweetened alcohol solution was measured after 1 hr had

orientation abilities and attention to visual and auditory stimuli were

elapsed, with drippage caught by a funnel and measured to increase

measured. Second, motor maturity, including a variety of reflex and

accuracy. Water was also available for the subjects during the testing

sensorimotor functions were assessed. Third, temperament ratings for

period. At the end of the testing period, subjects were reunited with

state control were obtained during the orientation and motor maturity

cage mates. The side of the cage on which the two solutions were

assessment. The temperamental measurements of state control

placed was switched at the half way point of the testing weeks.

included fearfulness, tendency to struggle, consolability, irritability,

Social group testing: for n = 55 subjects, (comprised of cohorts

ability to self soothe, cuddliness, and overall state of arousal. Lastly,

4 females only, 5 females only, and 6), subjects were group housed in

the infant was placed in a small cage (51 38 43 cm) for a 6 min

an indoor outdoor run (indoor: 2.44

assessment of the infant’s activity. To prevent distractions, the testing

2.44 3.0 2.44 m) equipped with the automated fluid delivery appara-

cage was empty except for an absorbent liner pad and the stimulus

tuses. The apparatus is a closet like, clear Plexiglas™ enclosed perch that

used for visual orienting. While measuring orientation, the number of

subjects could enter from the bottom to drink. The apparatus allowed

vocalizations emitted by the infant was recorded over the 1st min.
Then a 5 min focal observation of immobility, fine and gross motor

3.05

2.21 m, outdoor:

subjects to drink without interference from other animals as it was an
enclosed perch, in which only one monkey could fit at a time. Subjects

activity, and coordination was assessed. With the exception of the 60 s

were fitted with collars that contained sensors that the computer

vocalization count, all items were scored on a scale of 0–2, with scores

detected and used to identify which subject was drinking. The number of

of 0.5 and 1.5 allowed. Scores for items under each of the four clusters

drinking bouts and volume of solution dispensed during each drinking

were added together to create the overall cluster scores of the

session was also recorded by the computer. Two standard water bottles

orientation, state control, motor maturity, and activity.

containing 500 ml of the two solutions were hung on the side of the cage
and were accessible from each apparatus, and the total volume of

2.2 | Alcohol consumption paradigm

consumed sweetened alcohol solution was measured after 1 hr had

When subjects reached adolescence (Mage = 46 7 months) they

preclude water satiation at the time of testing, cage water was turned off

were tested for their propensity to voluntarily consume alcohol.

for 1 hr before the solutions were available. Water was freely available at

The procedure used to train the subjects to consume alcohol and the

all other times, including the period when the solutions were available.

data collection methods have been described elsewhere (see Higley

elapsed. The side of the cage was switched for each birth cohort. To

Because previous studies showed that anesthetizing subjects to

& Linnoila, 2002). Briefly, subjects were trained to drink from nipple

obtain blood alcohol concentrations during the drinking phase of a

like spouts by giving them a period of exposure to an aspartame

study led to reduced alcohol intake over the week following

sweetened vehicle (30 mg/100 ml of water), ending when each

measurement (Higley et al., 1991), subjects were not routinely

subject had consumed >50 ml of the vehicle. Subsequently, ethanol

removed from their home cages to obtain blood alcohol contents

was added to the vehicle until an 8.4% v/v alcohol solution was

(BACs) during the study. Instead, at the end of the study, a

produced. The ethanol solution was available each day between

representative sample of subjects was removed from their cages to

13:00 and 15:30 for 1 hr/day, 4 days a week (Monday through

obtain a blood sample for assessment of BAC.

Thursday), for total of between 5 and 7 consecutive weeks. To
control for the possibility that subjects were consuming the ethanol
solution for its gustatory value, during each drinking session the

2.3 | Data analysis

aspartame sweetened vehicle was also available. An average daily

Of the 145 laboratory reared rhesus monkeys, n = 135 animals

absolute alcohol consumption value (g/kg body weight) was calcu-

participated in the IBAS testing and n = 125 animals were given

lated for each monkey based on the daily intake of the alcohol

access to alcohol in the alcohol consumption paradigm. Of the 125

solution averaged over the duration of the study.

animals given access to alcohol, n = 34 animals drank in single

As the assement of alcohol intake occurred over a period of

cages and n = 91 animals drank in social groups. Because subjects

7 years, housing conditions during the alcohol consumption paradigm

were given access to alcohol under different conditions in different

differed somewhat across birth cohorts. Quantities of ethanol intake

years, z scores of alcohol intake were calculated within cohort

were measured using one of the following procedures:

test year and the individual standardized scores were used for all

Single cage testing: for n = 70 subjects (comprised of cohorts 1, 2,

linear regressions.

3, 4 males only, 5 males only, and 7 males only), subjects were singly

Descriptive statistics were used to report the typical alcohol

housed in adjoined cages (2.44 3.0 2.33 m). To assure that the

intake across subjects, as well as the percentage of subjects showing

subjects were drinking alcohol for its pharmacological effects and not

high rates of alcohol intake, as defined by an individual average

for its gustatory properties, two standard water bottles, each

alcohol intake in excess of 1.4 g/kg/. A subsequent

containing 500 ml of one of the two solutions ([a] the sans alcohol

performed to assess whether alcohol intake in excess of 1.4 g/kg was

sweetened vehicle and [b] the alcohol + sweetened vehicle) were

equally distributed across rearing conditions (a known mediator of

2

test was
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alcohol intake; See Fahlke et al., 2000; Higley et al., 1991; Higley,

to the high intake of NR subjects, which were more likely to consume

Suomi, & Linnoila, 1996).

alcohol at rates that produce intoxication when compared with MR

As IBAS averages for each cluster have not been previously reported

subjects (31% of NR subjects consumed over 1.4 g/kg, compared with

in this large of a sample, descriptive statistics were also used to

12% of MR subjects,

characterize the mean standardized IBAS cluster scores. To statistically

studies (Fahlke et al., 2000), male subjects drank significantly more

test the relationship between the neonatal IBAS scores and adolescent

alcohol than did female subjects (t(123) = 3.13, p = .002; males:

alcohol intake, separate linear regression analyses were conducted

M = 1.20 0.13 g/kg; females: M = 0.73 0.08 g/kg). Also consistent

for each of the Day 14 neonatal clusters: orientation, state control,

with other studies (Fahlke et al., 2000; Higley et al., 1991, 1996),

motor maturity, and activity, with the specific neonatal cluster as the

NR subjects drank significantly more alcohol than did MR

independent variable and standardized alcohol intake as the independent

subjects (t(123) = 3.17, p = .002); NR: M = 1.13 0.11 g/kg; MR:

variable. Preliminary independent t tests assessing sex and rearing

M = 0.65 0.08 g/kg). On the last day of the study for each cohort,

differences in alcohol intake showed no significant differences between

a blood sample was obtained from a representative sample of 25

males and females (t(123) = 0.67; p = .50) or between subjects that were

subjects that consumed more than 1.4 g/kg. There was a significant,

MR or NR (t(123) = 1.05; p = .30). As preliminary independent t tests

positive correlation between the amount of alcohol consumed and

assessing sex and rearing differences in the orientation, state control,

BAC (r = 0.55, p = .0001), with a mean BAC of 125 mg/dl. As in other

motor maturity, and activity showed significant differences between

studies using this paradigm, subjects showed a binge like rapid

males and females for the activity cluster (t(133) = 2.09; p = .04) and

intake, with about two thirds of the available alcohol consumed in

significant differences between MR and NR subjects for the state

the first 15 min (Higley et al., 1991).

2

= 8.96, p = .003). Consistent with other

(t(132) = 10.01, p < .0001) and activity clusters (t(133) = 4.44, p <
.0001), sex and rearing were entered in the regression analyses.
However, as neither rearing nor sex were significant contributors to any
of the linear regression analyses (p> .37), they were dropped from the
final models.

3.2 | IBAS and adolescent alcohol intake
The average for each of the IBAS clusters was similar to that seen in
other studies (orientation, M = 0.93 0.05; state control, M = 0.73 0.06;
motor maturity, M = 1.31 0.05; activity, M = 0.96 0.06; Schneider &

3 | RESULTS
3.1 | Typical alcohol intake

Suomi, 1992b). Results showed that subjects with lower scores on the
orientation cluster on Day 14 of life had significantly higher voluntary
adolescent alcohol intake ( = .35; p = .01; overall R = 0.23, F(1,114)

Across all of the adolescent subjects, the average alcohol intake was

= 6.47, p = .01, see Figure 1). Subjects with lower scores on the state

0.93 0.07 g/kg. Further analyses showed that 25% of the subjects

control cluster on Day 14 of life exhibited significantly higher

consumed alcohol in excess of 1.4 g/kg, an amount that other studies

voluntary adolescent alcohol intake ( = .19; p = .04; overall R = 0.19,

show results in an average BAC in excess of 0.10% (Higley et al.,

F(1,115) = 4.24, p = .04, see Figure 2), and subjects with lower scores on

1991; Vivian et al., 1999). As this is a somewhat higher percentage of

the motor maturity cluster on Day 14 of life exhibited significantly higher

subjects drinking in excess of 1.4 g/kg than that seen in other studies

voluntary adolescent alcohol intake ( = .24; p = .01; overall R = 0.24,

(Higley et al., 1991), a

F(1,115) = 6.82, p = .01, see Figure 3). No significant effects were found

2

test was performed, showing that the high

percentage of individuals that drank to intoxication was, in part, due

FIG U RE 1 Graphical depiction of
significant relationship ( = .35; p = .01)
between the orientation cluster score at
Day 14 of life and adolescent alcohol
intake. Female subjects are depicted in
black; male subjects are depicted in white.
MR subjects are depicted by circles; NR
subjects are depicted by triangles

for the activity cluster on adolescent alcohol intake (p > .05).
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FIG U RE 2 Graphical depiction of
significant relationship ( = .19; p = .04)
between the state control cluster score at
Day 14 of life and adolescent alcohol
intake. Female subjects are depicted in
black; male subjects are depicted in white.
MR subjects are depicted by circles; NR
subjects are depicted by triangles

4 | DIS C U S S I O N

an important step in early identification of temperamental profiles
that are risk factors for deleterious patterns of alcohol intake and

In support of our hypothesis, we found that lower scores on a

adolescent AUDs.

standardized neonatal assessment of temperament and neurobeha-

Studies in humans show that when teenagers drink, they consume

vioral development were associated with higher adolescent alcohol

the majority of their alcohol in the form of binge drinking (Office of

consumption. Lower cluster scores on items assessing attention

Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, 2005; Substance Abuse

(orienting), emotion regulation (state control), and motor immaturity

and Mental Health Services Administration, 2018). This pattern is

on Day 14 of life were predictive of higher alcohol consumption

associated with a number of high risk behaviors, including accidents

approximately 4 years later. While some longitudinal studies in

(Hicks, Morris, Bass, Holcomb, & Neblett, 1990), sexual assaults

humans have shown relationships between adolescent alcohol intake

(Champion et al., 2004), violence (Buydens Branchey, Branchey, &

and maternal ratings of infant temperament (Dick et al., 2013) and

Noumair, 1989), alcohol poisoning, and other physical consequences

other studies have demonstrated a relationship between adolescent

(De Bellis et al., 2000). The nonhuman primate translational model

temperament and adolescent alcohol use (Birrell et al., 2015;

used to evaluate adolescent alcohol intake in this study shows rapid

Blumenthal et al., 2010, 2016; Woodward & Fergusson, 2001), such

rates of alcohol intake paralleling the drinking patterns of human

studies assessed teenage alcohol intake using self report and

teenagers who binge drink. A subset of the sample also showed

retrospective methods. The present study is, to our knowledge, the

chronic patterns of intake that other studies show leads to BACs in

first prospective study to use neonatal measures of temperament as

excess of 0.10% in rhesus monkey adolescents (Higley et al., 1991).

predictors of adolescent alcohol intake. Moreover, it utilizes a

The overall percentage of subjects that chronically consume alcohol to

translational nonhuman primate model that directly measures

a point of attaining BACs in excess of 0.10% is similar to that found in

adolescent alcohol consumption, reducing extraneous variables

other studies of rhesus monkey alcohol consumption (Vivian et al.,

inherent to studies of teenage drinking. These findings represent

1999) and other species of nonhuman primates (i.e., vervet monkeys—

FIG U RE 3 Graphical depiction of
significant relationship ( = .24; p = .01)
between the motor maturity cluster score
at Day 14 of life and adolescent alcohol
intake. Female subjects are depicted in
black; male subjects are depicted in white.
MR subjects are depicted by circles; NR
subjects are depicted by triangles
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Ervin, Palmour, Young, Guzman Flores, & Juarez, 1990), and parallels

et al., 2013), some of which lead to risk for developing AUDs (Gierski

alcohol consumption patterns found in human teenagers (National

et al., 2017). As AUDs have multiple pathways (Oreland et al., 2018;

Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, 2017). Furthermore, the

Pombo & Lesch, 2008), with high intake as the final common

majority of the subjects that consumed alcohol at this high rate were

pathway, an alternative, but not inconsistent, explanation, is that

those that were separated from their mothers at birth (NR) and reared

early developmental delays and deviations may each represent

without parents in peer groups or with only three to four hours of

individual contributions to alcohol intake and lead to future risk for

daily interactions with other peers, and both are known risk factors

excessive alcohol intake. For example, scores on the motor maturity

for an anxiety like temperament, as well as future high alcohol intake

cluster reflect speed of responding on test items, motor coordination,

in rhesus monkeys (Higley et al., 1991).

and ability to make postural adjustments, with deviations from

To the extent that our findings generalize to humans, they

developmental norms potentially indicating delays in development.

suggest that temperament, which is stable across development

Such deviations may also be related to propensities for alcohol intake

(Chess & Thomas, 1977; Gartstein & Rothbart, 2003), and widely

in adolescence. In one longitudinal study conducted in humans,

held to be the foundation of personality, appears to play a role in the

comparisons of postural sway in controls and children at risk for

development of patterns of adolescent alcohol intake. Furthermore,

alcohol related problems later in life indicated that the high risk

the results of our study suggest that a standardized neonatal

children exhibited developmental delays in the maturation of

assessment of temperament like the NBAS (Brazelton, 1973), a tool

postural control (Hill et al., 2000). Other studies in humans show

routinely used to study human infants, may be useful in identifying

that those at risk for developing an alcohol related disorder show

individuals at risk for engaging in problematic alcohol use behavior

less pronounced static ataxia and postural sway when compared with

(i.e., binge drinking) later in life. Based on the high rates of

controls, suggesting that early measures of the motor maturity may

comorbidity between anxiety and AUDs in human populations (Burns

serve as psychobiological markers for future motor or sensory

& Teesson, 2002; Chavarria et al., 2015; Gierski et al., 2017; Grant

problem (Hegedus, Tarter, Hill, Jacob, & Winsten, 1984; Hill &

et al., 2004), we hypothesized that temperament variables related to

Steinhauer, 1993; Lipscomb, Carpenter, & Nathan, 1979) as well as

future anxiety and fearfulness would be positively associated with

disordered alcohol consumption later in life. Our findings lend

alcohol intake, and indeed, neonatal state control (consolability,

support to this hypothesis, and further suggest that early motoric

irritability, predominant state, etc.) was associated with higher

delays may be assessed early in life and serve as a predictor or

adolescent alcohol intake. In addition, two other clusters (orientation

marker of biological risk AUDs.

and motor maturity) were also related to adolescent alcohol intake.

The findings of this study offer important insight into potential

One interpretation of our findings is that low orienting abilities and

biological risk factors for risky drinking patterns in adolescence, as

attentional control, in addition to reductions in motor maturity, are

well as suggest the potential for the use of early measures of

foundational temperamental components of future anxiety and

temperament as screening tools for developmental risk for adoles-

fearfulness, which are related to type 1, anxiety mediated alcohol

cent AUDs. As our study investigated adolescent drinking, our

intake. A growing literature suggests that temperament and

drinking model attempted to parallel the acquisition of alcohol

personality traits are not completely orthogonal (Digman, 1997;

consumption and patterns of teenage alcohol intake, which typically

McCrae & Costa, 2003). Rothbart’s restructuring of infant tempera-

involves drinking alcohol in palatable, often sweet, concentrations

ment (Rothbart & Bates 2006), shows some overlap of these clusters

(Wagenaar et al., 1993). This approach is limited somewhat, however,

with later negative affectivity, including anxiety, which may explain,

in its capacity to tease out gustatory versus pharmacological

in part, why the orienting and motor abilities also predicted alcohol

motivating factors for consuming the sweetened alcohol solution.

intake. On the other hand, low values on these two clusters likely

As our subjects were not offered solutions containing differing

also represent variation in central development that may be

concentrations of alcohol, the findings that neonatal temperament is

suggestive of difficulties in sensory processing and attention, which

predictive of later adolescent alcohol intake could be attributed to

are known risk factors for developmental delays and deviant

neonatal temperament predicting adolescent propensity to drink

developmental pathways (Boyd et al., 2010; Yochman, Ornoy, &

liquids overall, irrespective of alcohol content. However, two lines of

Parush, 2006). To our knowledge, outside of the present study, the

evidence suggest that the subjects’ motivation to consume alcohol

long term developmental outcomes for the IBAS have not yet been

was, in large part, based on the reinforcing effects of alcohol

assessed, but other studies show that attention and sensory deficits

consumption: first, using the same procedures and time of exposure

are related to AUDs (Monnig et al., 2013; Wilens, Biederman, Mick,

as those described in this study, Vivian et al. (1999) reports that

Faraone, & Spencer, 1997). This latter explanation, however, does

stable drinking rates were established in a group of adolescent

not explain why the other temperament clusters were similar in

monkeys. These subjects were then transferred to another labora-

relational strength.

tory where they were tested for alcohol preferences and intake using

A number of researchers have shown that deviations from

simultaneous, two spout access to both water and unsweetened

averages in temperament, particularly extreme deviations in tem-

ethanol. Even though the context was different, sweetened alcohol

perament, are risk factors for other forms of psychopathology

consumption in the first laboratory was strongly correlated with

(Goldsmith et al., 1987; Kagan, Reznick, & Snidman, 1988; Schmidt

the consumption of the unsweetened alcohol in the new laboratory.
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(r = 0.86, p = .001), with subjects that consumed the largest volume of
unflavored alcohol also consuming the the most flavored alcohol.
Second, when unsweetened alcohol intake and water intake were
simultaneously measured, those monkeys showing the greatest
preference for the alcohol solution over water were the same
subjects that consumed the most alcohol. Furthermore, in this study,
these monkeys were allowed to consume unsweetened alcohol
solutions at eight different concentrations, ranging from 0% to 16%,
with raw alcohol fluid volume intake levels highest at lower alcohol
concentrations (0.5%, 1%, and 2%). Subjects showed a progressive
decline in raw alcohol fluid intake as the concentrations increased
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motivated by the pharmacological effects of the alcohol and not for
its gustatory value or the propensity to consume liquids.
While the IBAS has a long history, most previous studies were
performed using smaller sample sizes (Champoux et al., 1994;
Schneider, 1984, 1992; Schneider & Suomi, 1992a, 1992b; Schneider
et al., 1992; Schneider, Kraemer, & Suomi, 1991; Schneider, Moore
et al., 1991); although, see Coe et al. (2010). The current large sample
of subjects are from a different laboratory and population than those
studied by Coe et al. (2010), and, as such, provide estimates for each of
the clusters that others may use to better establish norms. We refer to
the neonatal measures as important in the developmental pathway for
patterns of alcohol intake. Given the early stage of life in which the
subjects’ temperaments were measured, it is not surprising that the
correlation between neonatal temperament and alcohol intake were
modest. Other studies in humans also show low but significant
correlations between early infant temperament and adolescent and
young adult personality (see McCrae et al., 2000), suggesting that our
findings are in line with other temperament research that shows
modest, but positive, correlations between temperament in infancy
and personality in adolescence, suggesting therefore, an underlying
continuity. This study suggests that temperament appears to play an
important, albeit modest, developmental role in the risk for
psychopathology, including patterns of adolescent alcohol intake.
These findings of our study suggest that early behavioral
capacities may be predictive of alcohol consumption later in life. To
the extent that these results generalize to humans, they suggest that
decreased attention and orientation abilities, lower emotional
regulation abilities, and motor immaturity very early in life may be
foundational for the development of traits that lead to increased
alcohol consumption in adolescence. They further suggest that, in
humans, individual risk for developing an AUD may be identified
early in life using an assessment of temperament and neurobehavioral capacities, such as the NBAS (Brazelton, 1973). The results of
this study are an important step in understanding the biological
origins of AUDs and may ultimately be useful in developing
preventative and intervention related measures for individuals at
risk for AUDs.
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Early life temperamental anxiety is associated with excessive
alcohol intake in adolescence: A rhesus monkey (Macaca
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alcohol consumed by teenagers is via binge drinking, a known risk factor for increasing the likelihood for the development of future alcohol use disorders (AUDs). Identifying individuals at risk for excessive alcohol intake in adolescence is a step toward
developing effective preventative measures and intervention programs. As adults
with AUDs tend to self-medicate their anxiety with alcohol, this longitudinal study
assesses the role of infant anxiety-like temperament in the development of adolescent alcohol abuse using a nonhuman primate model. From birth until they were
5 months of age, behaviors of 64 rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) were coded twice
a week using an objective mother-infant scoring system that included behaviors traditionally used to assess anxiety and fearfulness in rhesus monkeys. When subjects
were four months old, plasma cortisol was obtained. When subjects were adolescents (Mage = 44.88 months), another plasma cortisol sample was obtained about one
month prior to allowing them unfettered access to an 8.4% (v/v) aspartamesweetened alcohol solution for one hour a day over five-to-seven weeks. Results
showed that behavioral indications of anxiety-like temperament in infancy, including
high levels of mother-infant mutual ventral contact, low levels of environmental
exploration, and low levels of interactions with peers were predictive of high adolescent alcohol intake (ie, drinking to intoxication). Plasma cortisol levels in infancy were
positively correlated with plasma cortisol in adolescence, and both were positively
correlated with high adolescent alcohol intake. Our findings indicate that high levels
of traditional anxiety-like behaviors measured in the context of mother-infant interactions, coupled with high infant and adolescent plasma cortisol, are associated with
binge-like high alcohol intake in adolescence, suggesting that individuals at risk for
developing an AUD later in life may be determined, at least in part, by assessing their
physiological and behavioral propensity for anxiety early in life.
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temperament in both species.17,21,22 The study of infant anxiety is
rooted in Harlow's classic study of mother-infant attachment.23 In this

Alcohol use among teenagers is a large-scale problem in the United

work, Harlow showed that infants that are anxious or aroused seek

States, with 7.4 million underage teens reportedly consuming alco-

their mother to use as a secure base, as measured by maternal prox-

hol in the past month and over 60% of underage individuals

imity-seeking and mutual ventral contact. Once they are comforted,

reporting that their alcohol consumption was in the form of binge-

the infants return to environmental exploration and interactions with

drinking.1 Research suggests that early initiation of drinking places

peers. Subsequent studies show that an infant's contact with its

teenagers at risk for the development of later alcohol use disorders

mother leads to a reduction of circulating cortisol, whereas maternal

(AUDs).2 Teenage alcohol consumption is also associated with a

inaccessibility and separation lead to plasma cortisol increases.24 Like-

number of negative developmental outcomes,3 including deleteri-

wise, early behavioral indications of temperamental anxiety in human

ous effects on the developing brain, such as lower cortical volumes4 and lower white matter in the prefrontal cortex.5 Due to
these and other related developmental risks, as well as the large
number of teenagers consuming high volumes of alcohol, the
NIAAA considers identifying predictors of risky drinking behavior
among teenagers a major research initiative.2
In their alcoholism typology, Cloninger et al6 proposed that
type 1 alcoholism is mainly mediated by temperamental anxiety,
with results of later studies supporting this claim, showing high
comorbidity rates of anxiety disorders and AUDs.7 This is not

surprising, considering that alcohol is a potent anxiolytic, 8,9 with

infants are typified by parental proximity-seeking, separation distress,
physical avoidance of an anxiety-provoking stimulus, hypervigilance,
dissociation,15 inhibition to novelty, and reductions in prosocial peer
relations and in social relatedness with others.25 Following Harlow's
foundational research, other investigators have assessed anxiety-like
behavior in infant rhesus monkeys, describing similar behavioral patterns, characterizing anxiety-like temperament as high amounts of
time spent clinging to mother, low social contact with others, and low
levels of exploration.26,27
Studies show that levels of plasma cortisol are correlated with

anxiety-like temperament in humans28 and rhesus monkeys,

studies showing that human alcoholics tend to self-medicate their
anxiety with alcohol. 10 Other studies suggest that anxiety is biologically based,11 showing trait-like interindividual stability 12 and is
identifiable early in life. 13 Due to its trait-like stability across time,
and because anxiety in adulthood is a risk factor for bingedrinking,14,15 we hypothesize that early life anxiety, as measured in
the context of mother-infant behavioral interactions, is a risk
factor for adolescent binging and alcohol abuse. Our study aims
to identify early indications of an anxiety-like tempera- ment that
place an individual at risk for excessive alcohol con- sumption later
in life, increasing the risk for developing an AUD.
Due to the ethical and practical constraints in longitudinally
assessing early predictors of alcohol use among human teenagers,
we propose the use of a nonhuman primate model, which is
commonly used for research investigating predictive factors for
later life outcomes. Rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) are ideally
suited to investigate early behavioral risk factors for later AUDs
due to their genetic16 and temperamental17 similarities to humans,

27,29,30

with higher cortisol levels associated with higher anxiety-like
behavioral expressions. Research in humans show that cortisol
concentrations at 11 years old are correlated with teenage alcohol
use.31 Similarly, a longitudinal study in rhesus monkeys showed that
plasma cortisol obtained during mother-infant separations was
strongly predictive of later adolescent alcohol intake, with results
showing a strong positive correlation between infant stress-induced
cortisol levels and adolescence alcohol intake. 32
Investigating teenage alcohol intake is fraught with difficulties;
research assessing early behavioral risk factors for high alcohol
consumption in human teenagers tends to be limited by two factors: (a) most investigations assess late childhood behavior (ages
9 through 12) as it relates to later alcohol use (for examples, see
previous studies33-35) and (b) most investigations rely on selfreported or retrospective reports of teenage alcohol use (for examples, see previous studies36-39). Our study seeks to address these
limitations via our use of the rhesus monkey model, which allows

as well as similarities in alcohol consumption patterns, including

for a degree of experimental control that is typically not possible

about 10%-to-20% of the population routinely drinking to excess

in a human study. This study longitudinally assesses the relation-

18

and with rapid alcohol consumption tending to occur in adoles-

ship between observed behavior in infancy and later alcohol

cence, with the majority of intake typically occurring during the

consumption, a methodological choice that would be costly and, in

first 15 minutes of a drinking bout. Furthermore, developmental

most cases, unreasonably lengthy if it was performed using human

outcomes of rhesus monkeys can be assessed in a relatively rapid

teenagers. Furthermore, as our study is conducted in a laboratory

fashion, as they age about 3-to-4 times faster than humans19 and,

setting and utilizes an animal model, the social desirability bias

like humans, rhesus monkeys live in large, complex social

and underreporting of alcohol intake are avoided (for an example

groups,20 allowing researchers to investigate the effect of social

of the consequences of these issues, see Popham and Schmidt

variables on alcohol intake as well as the effect of early life

40

experiences.

).
We hypothesize that the infant monkeys in our study that

Essential to this study, rhesus monkeys show important personal-

exhibit high levels of anxiety-like behaviors and high plasma corti-

ity and temperamental traits that parallel humans, with emotionality,

sol concentrations during the early months of life will engage in

anxiety, attention, and activity as central features of early

high alcohol intake as adolescents.
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2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

mutual ventral contact, social play, self-directed behaviors, and social
contact with conspecifics, as well as frequency of mutual breaks,

2.1 | Subjects

vocalizations, aggression, and other behaviors listed and defined in

Subjects were rhesus monkeys (N = 64; 29 males, 35 females) housed
at the Laboratory of Comparative Ethology, National Institute of Child
Health and Human Development colony in Bethesda, Maryland. All

Table 1. Duration of behaviors was recorded in seconds.

2.4 | Alcohol paradigm

subjects were raised in social conditions approximating the natural

When subjects were between 3-to-4 years of age (Mage =

social composition. Details of rearing and housing conditions are

44.88 months 1.03 months), they were allowed unfettered access to

described in detail elsewhere (see Shannon et al41). Briefly, subjects

a Kool-Aid-like, 8.4% (v/v) aspartame sweetened-alcohol solution.

were reared by their mothers in indoor-outdoor enclosures in social

Details of procedure used to train the subjects to consume the alcohol

groups consisting of 2-to-8 adult females, two adult males, and 6-to-8
same-aged infants. At 6-to-7 months of age, subjects were permanently removed from their mothers and housed in large indoor-out-

TA B L E 1 Mother-infant ethogram with behavioral definitions.
The infant is the focal subject

door pens with other same-aged peers where they remained until
they were allowed alcohol access. Data were collected between 1991

Behavior

Definition

and 2003. Genetic diversity was maintained by selective out-breeding,

Approach by
infant

Infant initiates social contact with mother when
already out of social contact with mother.

resulting in an average identity-by-descent of 1.68%, a measure of
relatedness approximately equivalent to third cousins, which we 42
and others43 take to mean that subjects are sufficiently unrelated. All
procedures were carried out in accordance with the Guide for the

mother
Environmental
exploration

Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.

2.2 | Plasma cortisol
obtained from subjects at 4 months of age via femoral venipuncture
using vacutainers and a 22-g needle. A second 5-mL blood sample
4 years of age, approximately 1 month before measuring alcohol

Give/receive
groom

Infant is engaged in moving fingers or mouth on
or over the skin of a conspecific or infant is the
recipient of grooming from a conspecific.

Leave by infant

Infant leaves social contact with mother of their
own volition.

Leave by mother

Mother leaves social contact with infant of their
own volition.

Mutual ventral
contact

Infant is belly-to-belly with mother, on the
mother's nipple, or has one arm around
mother.

Passivity

Infant exhibits an absence of directed movement,
social behaviors, and environmental
manipulation.

intake. To obtain blood samples, subjects were anesthetized using
ketamine (15 mg/kg, intramuscular). Samples were anesthetized
within 15 minutes of investigators' entrance into the housing facility,
and samples were obtained within 10 minutes of administration of
o

ketamine anesthesia. Plasma was frozen and stored at 70 C until the
time of the assay. Plasma was analyzed for cortisol concentrations by
Hazelton Biotechnologies (Vienna, VA) via radioimmunoassay kits.
Cortisol concentrations are reported in micrograms per deciliter.
Intraassay and interassay variability was less than 15%.

Any active manual, oral, or pedal examination,
exploration, or manipulation of the physical
environment or the attempt to do the same.
Includes manipulating or playing with chow
while eating or drinking.
as aggressive chases and threats or infant
gives/receives contact aggression such as
bites, slaps, and aggression that results in
physical contact.

As part of a larger research program, a 3- to 5-mL blood sample was

was obtained from subjects when they were adolescents, about 3-to-

already out of social contact with infant.

2.3 | Behavioral observations
of self, or sucks at any bodily appendage or
own fur.

For the first 6 months of life, 5-minute focal observations were
conducted by trained observers twice a week, using a mutually
exclusive, exhaustive scoring system. Across the years, all observers
were trained by a senior investigator with extensive experience

Social contact
other

behaviorally coding monkeys (SGL) and all observers achieved inter-

reach of the mother.

rater reliability of 85% or higher, with regular assessments to maintain
reliability across time. To account for time of day variability, individual
observations alternated between the morning and afternoon. With
the infant as the focal subject, behaviors related to temperament and
anxiety were recorded using an ethogram developed and used extensively by our laboratory (see Barr et al44). Behaviors included time
spent exploring the environment, distress vocalizations, locomotion,

Infant sits, stands, locomotes, or lies within arm's
reach of a conspecific that is not the mother.

Vocalizations

Infant emits any vocal sound, including coo, bark,
screech, squeal, etc.

Note: All behaviors are scored as duration in seconds.
[Correction added in 25 November 2019 after first online publication: In
Table 1, Vocalizations is a separate behavior which should have been
separated from Social contact mother behavior. It has been corrected in
this version].
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and the data collection methods have been described elsewhere (see

were positively correlated. Thus, for each subject, an overall average

Higley et al45). Briefly, subjects were trained to drink from nipple-like

alcohol consumption value (g/kg body weight) was calculated based

spouts during a period of exposure to the aspartame-sweetened vehi-

on their daily intake of alcohol solution averaged over the duration of

cle (30 mg per 100 mL of water). This training period ended when

the study. Consistent with other studies that have demonstrated that

each subject had consumed >50 mL of the vehicle. At the close of the

monkeys that drink in single cages consume more alcohol than

training period, ethanol was added to the vehicle until an 8.4% (v/v)

monkeys that drink in social groups, 18,48 preliminary analyses showed

alcohol solution was produced. The ethanol solution was available for

that subjects drinking alone consumed more alcohol than those in

1 hour per day between 13:00 and 15:30, 4 days a week, for a total of

social groups (single-cage: 0.91

5-to-7 consecutive weeks. While the subjects were not food or water

0.32

deprived at any point during the study, to preclude water satiation at

caging condition for use in all analyses. To assess for interindividual

the time of testing, cage water was turned off for 1 hour before any

stability of cortisol concentrations, bivariate correlations were used to

solution was available. Water was freely available at all other times,

statistically test the relationship between plasma cortisol levels at

including the period when the solutions were available. All subjects

4 months of age and plasma cortisol levels in adolescence. Separate

were alcohol- a e prior to the beginning the study. As all monkeys

linear regressions were performed for each behavior and for each of

were of reproductive age at the time of the alcohol availability, male

the cortisol measures, with alcohol consumption (g/kg) as the depen-

and female subjects were housed separately to eliminate the risk of
fetal exposure to alcohol.
As drinking data were collected over a period of 8 years, housing
conditions varied across different birth cohorts. Technological
modifications and improvements were also made to increase the
accuracy of measuring fluid intake. Each subjects' alcohol intake was
measured using only one of the following two procedures:

2.4.1 | Single-cage testing

0.95 g/kg per day, social groups:

0.95 g/kg per day). Thus, alcohol intake was standardized by

dent variable and duration each behavior or month 4 or adolescent
cortisol as the independent variable. Outliers greater than two standard deviations above or below the mean were excluded from analyses. Preliminary analyses showed no significant effects of sex or
cohort on outcome variables of interest; thus, these variables were
excluded from further analyses. All analyses were performed in SPSS,
version 25.

3 | RESULT S

A total of n = 29 subjects were removed from their group-housing

Subjects drank an average of 0.59

1.03 g/kg alcohol per day

and placed into a single cage with mesh walls, which allowed for visual

across the testing period, consuming approximately 60% of the

and auditory contact with conspecifics, where they remained through

alcohol solution in the first 15 minutes of each testing day, consis-

the drinking phase of the study. The side of the cage on which the

tent with other studies from our laboratory.18 Earlier work from

alcohol solution was placed was switched at the halfway point of the

our lab shows that drinking more than 1.4 g/kg of alcohol leads to

testing weeks. At the end of the testing period, subjects were reunited

blood alcohol levels in rhesus monkeys that are above the legal

with their cage-mates.

limit in the United States (0.08%).45 Results showed that n = 7 of
our subjects (11% of the sample) drank, on average, to intoxication

2.4.2 | Social-cage testing

on a daily basis.

A total of n = 35 subjects were group-housed in an indoor-outdoor

tral contact with their mothers exhibited significantly greater alcohol

cage where they were reared that was equipped with 6 clear

intake 3-to-4 years later as adolescents (β = .29, P = .03; Overall

plexiglass-enclosed apparatuses that subjects could enter from the

Model: R = .29, F1,59 = 5.37, P = .03; see Figure 1).

Results showed that infants that spent more time in mutual ven-

bottom and drink (see Flory et al46 for a detailed description of the

Results showed that infants that spent more time in social contact

apparatus). Subjects were fitted with collars containing an identifiable

with their peers exhibited significantly lower alcohol intake 3-to-4

sensor. In both testing conditions, a computer detected and recorded

years later as adolescents (β = .27, P = .04; Overall R = 0.27, F1,57 =

the number of drinking bouts per session and the volume of solution

4.47, P = .04; see Figure 2).

dispensed to each subject during each drinking session.

Results showed that infants that spent more time exploring their
environment exhibited significantly lower alcohol intake 3-to-4 years

2.5 | Data analysis

later as adolescents (β = .28, P = .04; Overall R = .28, F1,55 = 4.39,
P = .04; see Figure 3).

To investigate the relationship between early temperament and

As the infant behaviors significantly predicting adolescent alcohol

alcohol intake, means were created for each behavior displayed across

intake were correlated with one another (r > .70, P < .0001), we con-

months 2, 3, and 4 of age. Behaviors recorded during month 1 of

ducted a factor analysis on these behaviors. After first assessing the

infant life were excluded from analyses as subjects spent nearly all of

factorability of the behaviors (Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sam-

their time in mutual ventral contact with their mother, as is expected

pling adequacy was .66, above the commonly recommended value of

for rhesus infants at this developmental stage.47 Consistent with other

.60, and Bartlett test of sphericity was significant ( 2(3) = 319.47, P <

studies (see Higley et al ), weekly intraindividual drinking averages

.0001)), principal axis factoring with no rotation was used to assess

18
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FI G U R E 1 Results from a linear regression
indicated that time in mutual ventral contact with
mother as an infant significantly positively
predicted alcohol intake in adolescence (β = .29, P
= .03)

FI G U R E 2 Results from a linear regression
indicated that time spent in social contact with
others as an infant significantly negatively
predicted alcohol intake in adolescence (β = .27,
P = .04)

FI G U R E 3 Results from a linear regression
indicated that time spent exploring the
environment as an infant significantly negatively
predicted alcohol intake in adolescence (β = .28,
P = .04)
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for an underlying temperament dimension. One factor emerged, with

Results showed that infant and adolescent cortisol were positively

mutual ventral contact, social contact with others, and environmental

correlated (r = .27, P = .04). Further analyses showed that infants with

exploration explaining 77% of the total variance. All items had factor

higher levels of plasma cortisol exhibited significantly higher alcohol

loadings over .70 (see Table 2 for a factor loading matrix). As this fac-

intake 3-to-4 years later as adolescents (β = .27, P = .04; Overall R =

tor had a positive loading for mutual ventral contact and negative

.27, F1,58 = 4.39, P = .04; see Figure 5).

loadings for environmental exploration and social contact with others,

Results showed that adolescents with higher levels of plasma

we refer to this factor as Anxiety. A linear regression with the Anxiety

cortisol prior to drinking initiation also exhibited significantly higher

factor as the independent variable and standardized alcohol intake

alcohol intake (β = .36, P = .007; Overall R = .36, F1,53 = 7.82, P =

(g/kg) as the dependent variable found that anxiety had a significant

.007; see Figure 6).

relationship with alcohol intake (β = .27, P = .03; Overall R = .27, F1,64
= 4.79, P = .03; see Figure 4), with subjects with higher infant Anxiety
scores consuming more alcohol 3-to-4 years later as adolescents.

4 | DISC US S IO N

TA BL E 2 Anxiety factor scores
Item

Factor Score

Mutual ventral contact

.994

Social contact

.700

We found support for our hypothesis that temperamental anxiety
during infancy is a foundational risk for increased alcohol consumption during adolescence. Infants that spent more time clinging to
mother, avoided interactions with their peers, seldom explored
their environment, and had higher plasma cortisol in infancy and

FI G U R E 4 Results from a linear regression
indicated that higher scores on the Anxiety factor
significantly positively predicted alcohol intake in
adolescence (β = .27, P = .03)

FI G U R E 5 Results from a linear regression
indicated that levels of plasma cortisol in infancy
(month 4) significantly positively predicted alcohol
intake in adolescence (β = .27, P = .04)
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FI G U R E 6 Results from a linear regression
indicated that levels of cortisol in adolescence
significantly positively predicted alcohol intake in
adolescence (β = .36, P = .007)

adolescence consumed significantly more alcohol as adolescents.

Other interpretations of these findings are also possible. For

Studies from our laboratory and others show that these behaviors,

example, some studies suggest that reward-seeking may lead to

as well as high plasma cortisol are indicative of anxiety and tem-

mother-infant contact seeking and alcohol consumption, consistent

peramental behavioral inhibition in rhesus macaques. 23,26,27,49,50

with Cloninger's reward-mediated, type 2 alcoholism.6 In support of

Moreover, early temperamental anxiety and plasma cortisol levels

this interpretation, a 2007 study from our laboratory showed

are interindividually stable across time and situation, 30,51,52

increased alcohol intake in male subjects with a -opioid receptor

suggesting that early infant temperament is foundational in future

genetic variant (OPRM1 118G58). A subsequent study showed

adolescent anxiety-mediated alcohol intake.

increased attachment-seeking behavior, including mutual ventral

Rhesus monkey infants spend almost all their time clinging to their

contact, in subjects possessing a second -opioid gain-of-function

mothers in mutual ventral contact during the first month of age, with

receptor haplotype (OPRM1 77G44). Other studies show that

continued but declining time on mother through the third month.47

administration of opioid receptor agonists decreases, whereas

As infants age, they tend to spend less time on mother, preferring,

antagonists increase, mother-infant contact, findings that were

instead, to spend more time exploring their environment and inter-

interpreted as reward-mediated attachment behavior.59 Other stud-

acting with peers, behaviors widely considered as representing devel-

ies from Kalin's laboratory60,61 suggest, however, that opioid-medi-

opmental milestones in rhesus monkeys.53 The atypical pattern

ated reward is unlikely to be the sole underlying factor in both

exhibited by subjects that later consumed more alcohol in our study

infant contact and adolescent alcohol intake. Evolutionarily, differ-

is characteristic of inhibited, anxious children and immature rhesus

ent neurobiological systems are activated depending on the envi-

monkeys (for examples in human children, see Kagan et al52; for

ronment's proximal demands. For example, Kalin's studies show

examples in rhesus monkeys, see Suomi et al ), and behavioral inhi-

that not only does the -opioid mediate, at least in part, proximity-

bition early in life places children at risk for anxiety disorders in ado-

seeking but also proximity calls (distress vocalizations), with -opi-

lescence and young adulthood.12,54-57 To the extent that our findings

oid antagonists increasing both proximity-seeking and distress

generalize to humans, given the relationship between decreased time

vocalizations; whereas corticotropin-releasing-hormone (CRH) acti-

spent in environmental explorations, peer interactions, and increased

vation of the HPA axis leads to increased central amygdala activa-

time seeking mother as a secure base, as well as the high levels of

tion, lower environmental exploration, increased secure base

cortisol both in infancy and adolescence, it is likely that anxiety plays

motivation, and freezing. 62 While correlation cannot prove causa-

at least partial a role in mother-infant contact.

tion, in the present study, there was no relationship between dis-

27

The findings that cortisol concentrations are associated with alcohol

tress vocalizations and the other measures (ie, mutual ventral

intake are corroborated by research in humans31 and in rhesus mon-

contact, environmental exploration, peer-interactions, cortisol, or

keys32 showing similar relationships. However, this study is, to our

alcohol intake). Similarly, Barr et al44 showed that a relatively

knowledge, the first to show longitudinally that both infant and adoles-

recently evolved, genetically mediated CRH haplotype led to tem-

cent cortisol concentrations are positively predictive of interindividual

peramental inhibition and anxiety, as measured by low environmen-

adolescent alcohol intake. While the infant cortisol-adolescentalcohol

tal exploration. Others studying the same genotypic variation

relationship was modest, to the extent that these findings and the find-

conclude that the

ings of Fahlke et al generalize to humans, they suggest that anxiety-

mother-infant behaviors than it is to an infant's separation from its

like temperament coupled with high cortisol levels in infancy may be a

mother, with infant distress vocalizations playing a proximal role in

foundational risk for high adolescent alcohol intake.

regaining maternal contact.63 While reward-seeking may have

32

-opioid system is less sensitive to resting
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played a role in infant motivation to seek mother and adolescent

foundational for the risk and development of anxiety-mediated

motivation to consume alcohol, consistent with our interpretation

adolescent binging, and alcohol abuse. They suggest that research

that anxiety mediates both maternal proximity-seeking, environmen-

focusing on reducing adolescent alcohol abuse and binge drinking

tal exploration, social contact with peers, and alcohol intake, corti-

may benefit from focusing on early inhibition and anxiety and that this

sol levels in infancy and adolescence were also related to

foundation is likely a developmental pathway that is associated with

adolescent alcohol intake, suggesting that anxiety likely plays a pri-

the risk for later alcohol binging and abuse.

mary role in alcohol intake.
Other studies show that high levels of stress-induced cortisol
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intoxication,45,67 the subjects in our study were reared by their
mothers in species-normative social conditions. That infants with
high anxiety-like temperament reared under normal rearing
conditions consumed alcohol to intoxication on a daily basis is a
finding that we interpret in light of earlier research showing that,
whether induced or naturally occurring, anxiety is risk for greater
alcohol intake.14,15
While earlier research has attempted to link early life behavior
with later alcohol intake, the majority of studies have assessed late
childhood behavior as a predictor of later alcohol use. To our
knowledge, only one study has assessed the association between
early childhood (age 5) behavior and later alcohol use,68 and this
study is limited by the use of retrospective report of alcohol use
and may also be confounded by the social desirability bias. Our
study is the first study of which we are aware to assess the association of infant behavior and later alcohol abuse in a controlled,
laboratory setting.
As is typical of most relationships testing relationships between
infancy and later in life, the correlations were modest, suggesting that
the relationship between infant temperament and adolescent alcohol
intake is foundational, rather than decisive. Nevertheless, the results
of this study suggest that early temperamental anxiety may be
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